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Creative Europe - Culture Sub-programme (2014-2020) - Support to European Coop-
eration Projects - 570478-CREA-1-2016-1-ES-CULT-COOP1 THE SPUR - ETACEC1618. Ac-
tion 1. Exploratory Study

1.  Executive Summary

The following project suggests a series of actions to perform the extension of the La Vol-
ta project and the socio-urban revitalization of the district of Sant Narcís energizing and 
strengthening the local participation and diversity according to the Exploratory study of 
the The Spur project.

The first action contemplates the opening of new spaces to be included in the project. We 
can anticipate that a property susceptible to being opened as a store/workshop has been 
found in the same Plaça de l’Assumpció1 following the model already established from the 
premises of La Volta. In the same square, on the first floor of the house owned by the City 
Council of Girona, house 25, we contemplate the adequacy of the space to encourage net-
working and co-working and to include different professional profiles of the ICC.

The study evaluates the opening of a larger venue as an entrepreneurship and small for-
mat exhibition centre of the ICC in Girona and counties. This centre should bring together 
professionals from the sector and suggested a series of activities related to these profes-
sionals and to the general public in order to publicize the sector and attract new audienc-
es. One of these premises should be visible and in a strategic situation to catalyse flows of 
people from the centre of the city towards Plaça de l’Assumpció, the centre of the project.

The dynamics coordination that are proposed for these new spaces are directly related to 
the involvement of users with local participation, new management modes are mentioned 
taking into account the commitment of users with their environment or linking people 
from other areas of knowledge. During the realization of the project different interviews 
with possible agents to be involved in the project were developed and their ideas have 
been included in the specific proposals, as reflected in the study, in many cases would be 
willing to participate with the project.

Finally, the study suggests an action to enhance visibility that includes interventions in 
the space in places with a lot of visibility, helping to channel the flows of people from the 
centre of the city to Sant Narcís district, Plaça de l’Assumpció.

1  Plaça de l’Assumpció is a square in Girona.
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2.  Introduction

The study that we present below is part of Action 1 of the European project The Spur and 
has its radius of action in the city of Girona, in the neighbourhood of Sant Narcís. This sug-
gested exploration study is based on the La Volta creative project located in the Plaça de 
l’Assumpció2, driven by Bòlit. Centre d’Art Contemporani, Girona3, started in 2014.

The Spur is a project to create a European network of cooperation formed by seven cul-
tural organizations that operate on a local and international scale with two fundamental 
objectives:

-  Develop innovative projects to strengthen the professional capacities and the trans-
national mobility of creators, specially visual artists, which enable a greater orien-
tation to the sector towards the economy of creativity and the exploration of new 
commercial and work models.

-  Implement transnational co-management processes among different organizations 
in order to encourage collaboration and knowledge exchange, as a result, generate 
a bank of management resources at the European level that can be exported and 
reusable, helping to strengthen the professional capacities of the sector.

The Spur project works from 5 actions on:

1. Prospection: creation of spaces for artists, as a means to strengthening professional 
capacities and social renew. Exploration of new ways of embedding and improving 
the relationship of artistic creation with the urban and socio-economic context.

2. Innovation: model activation of creative residences oriented to the research and de-
velopment of professional profiles by means of their insertion in the system and the 
real economy (industry, neighbourhood, cluster) assisted by mentoring, advising 
and internationalization that It facilitates the network.

3. Knowledge: Conduct seminars to disseminate the experiences developed by the 
project, and systematize the knowledge, to structure them in a hierarchal manner 
and make them transferable (resource bank).

4. Communication: A blog creation, 2.0 actions and the edition of a digital and dynam-
ic magazine-catalogue with a final publication, aimed at the creative industries and 
the professionals of the visual arts on a global scale, due to its roots in the World 
Wide Web, and thought of as a living platform of resources that will drive the proj-
ect during -and later- to its execution calendar.

5. Organization: Creation of a transnational work team, that based on shared knowl-
edge and good practices, it is in charge of the project, it generates an European 
transnational validity management tools (resource bank) and it solidifies as a field 
to promote stable cooperation in all types of projects between two or more part-
ners (exhibitions, exchanges, co-productions, etc.) beyond the project itself.

2  Plaça de l’Assumpció is a square in Girona.

3  Bòlit. Contemporary Art Centre, Girona. 
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3.  Methodology of the study

As an initial phase, to conduct the study and the drafting of the project, the goals set 
forth in The Spur have been valued, and more specifically, those that must be achieved in 
Action number 1, Prospection. This introduction has provided us with a panoramic view of 
the whole project and the first indications to establish the methodological steps needed 
to perform the exploration.

The writing team attended the training session planned for the organization of the project 
conduct on March 31st, 2017 and imparted by Afra Quintanas, in which she explained her 
experience of revitalizing a neighbourhood through creativity, with the Meanwhile project 
in London.

All the training sessions and the mentoring of the project have been directed to unify 
all the exploration projects of The Spur under a common methodology and, at the same 
time, adapted to each context. This methodology is the Meanwhile, a pioneer in the United 
Kingdom and internationally in standardizing the temporary use of empty spaces in disuse 
for community benefit and urban revitalization on a human scale since 2009. The training 
provided by the founder and director of Unlimited Meanwhile in the United Kingdom is 
based on examples of cases based on the direct experience of Meanwhile uses and it puts 
in common points to be treated, analysed and discussed in each specific context.

This training has showed the methodology of common work to all the partners of the 
project to the study and the development of it. It uses the Meanwhile methodology which 
highlights the necessary involvement of the local community from the beginning of the 
project. This methodology seeks the benefits of the local community as a result and impact 
of the project. It presents several procedures to achieve a social and economic positive 
impact in the action zones through the reuse of empty spaces. Among other, in this phase 
of the project, it is exposed from socio-urban study models to the involvement of locals 
entities in the project definition process, as well as typology contracts, management mod-
els, sustainability, co-creative processes of rehabilitation of spaces and usability of unique 
or flexible spaces. It emphasizes in the organic growth and the uses of the flexible and 
multiple spaces to grow the projects. It also seeks to describe the connection with several 
stakeholders in the city, to define the area of   action and to present various techniques that 
integrate the philosophy and vision of the project from its feasibility study. In short, train-
ing is based on a variety of case studies and experiences working on the temporary use of 
empty spaces for community benefit in both the United Kingdom and Barcelona.

During the training session, at the request of the writing team, it was emphasized how 
to integrate and participate in the neighbourhood organizations and entities within the 
project to integrate into the revitalization of the area and which advantages and disad-
vantages we could find at the time to conduct these connections. In addition, it was asked 
how hard, sustainable and self-manageable any revitalization project it would be. Another 
of the issues addressed in the session was the possible links with Aixequem Persianes4 to 

4  Aixequem Persianes is a program of Girona City Council that aims to promote the implementation of eco-
nomic activities in premises located in the streets and neighbourhoods most affected by the crisis, regarding 
the level of activity and establishments and improve social cohesion with the creation of a program of aid that 
will dampen the impact that the crisis is having on the part of the families and the people who suffer it. Section 
6.1.4 of this study details the entire program.
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take advantage of resources, highlighting its advantages and disadvantages, finally, the 
necessary indicators that should be used to guide a revitalization project.

The training session was attended by members of the Bureau des Arts et Territories de 
Montpellier and shared different interests and issues. On the same day, it was held a visit 
to the premises of La Volta, in which it also could talk with one of the current users. In ad-
dition, we were received by a member of the Associació Fang - the coordinating entity of 
the La Volta project - that informed us of the planned activities, the immediate future and 
the creative epicentre.

To understand the socio-urban and socio-economic net that surrounds the district of Sant 
Narcís, it has been consulted the data of the UMAT (Municipal Unit for Territorial Analysis) 
of the Girona City Council5. It has been extracted and analysed the data on population, 
surface and density, origin, age and economic activities of the neighbourhood. As well as 
the facilities and cultural activities that are found there.

To complement the study it has been analysed the concept of creative neighbourhood 
through bibliography and meetings with municipal technicians from Zaragoza Activa, La 
Harinera ZGZ and it has been visited the neighbourhoods of Las Armas and La Madalena 
in Zaragoza; projects that we will see, in a different way, produce creative projects for the 
socio-urban revitalization and, both are driven by the Zaragoza city council. Two examples 
of which management and coordination have been studied to establish whether its meth-
odology is transferable to the Girona district that is the reason for this study. In addition, 
the Raval district of Barcelona has been visited to see the Raval Cultural project with the 
project Mentrestant, Espais actius districte creatiu under the Meanwhile methodology.

The meetings with the people in charge of the Area of Economic Promotion and Local 
Development and Tourism of the city and with Aixequem Persianes have completed the 
first information we had of UMAT and have helped us to have a more complete vision on 
the area of Sant Narcís, especially at commercial and business level.

The analysed examples about socio-urban rehabilitation and the Meanwhile methodology 
helped us see that to develop our proposal it was necessary to meet with the associa-
tions which nowadays are established in the zone. For this reason, meetings were held 
with different organizations and associations. Among them, Associació Fang which, as we 
mentioned it earlier, at the time of writing the project it is who carries out the coordination 
tasks of La Volta. Likewise, meetings were also held with the l’Associació de veïns de Sant 
Narcís6, l’Associació de veïns i veïnes de Sant Narcís Sud7 and the Col·lectiu de dones de 
Sant Narcís8. All of them were asked questions about their vision of the neighbourhood 
and the current project of La Volta, information that is included in this study. Meetings 
have also been held with the Elna Foundation, located in the Sant Narcís district, with CoE-
spai and Cooking Girona, two multidisciplinary co-working spaces located in the centre of 
Girona and also with the direction of the Girona Municipal School of Art.

5  The area analysed is of the budgets involved. http://terra.girona.cat/vu/brt/

6  Association of neighbours of Sant Narcís.

7  The Neighbourhood Association of Sant Narcís South.

8  Sant Narcís Women’s Collective.
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Another essential part to execute the exploration study has been the development of an 
area map. The starting point was the exploration project that was launched in 2014 as part 
of the pilot action of the Bòlit Emprèn project. This study took as its starting point the first 
exploration carried out in 2012 by the City Council’s Department of Economic Promotion. 
However, other buildings of interest have been valued to be included in the expansion of 
this project phase, performing a map that identifies the properties susceptible to being 
valued.
 
Once all the information that was included in the index and we reported in the initial pro-
posal of the project, plus including the indications we received by Afra Quintanas in the 
training session and the mentoring, she proceeded to analyse and draft this project defin-
ing action goals and formulating the proposal for expansion.

4.  Writing team
 
The writing team of the project has been formed by Gemma Reixach and Àlex Liévana 
from GtR Cultural, specialists in the production, design and writing of cultural projects. 
Gemma Reixach, Director of GtR Cultural, holds a degree in Art History and Master in 
Communication and Cultural Studies from University of Girona and a graduate in Plastic 
Arts and Design at the School of Art in Olot. Àlex Liévana is a graduate in Journalism from 
University of Vic and a Masters in Business and Institutional Communication Management 
from the Autonomous University of Barcelona.

5.  Status of the issue

5.1.  Action 1: Prospection 

The exploration study of The Spur project consists of making preliminary studies and ex-
ploration works for the opening of spaces for creative creation, offering artists and cre-
ative spaces for work, research and dissemination at a low rate lease.

The project contemplates the opening, in the project member cities, of new stores, work-
shops or creative spaces and artistic research so that artists and creatives can work and, 
at the same time, show their work. The idea is to create areas within cities, where synergies 
between different profiles are favourable, to promote artistic research and make it acces-
sible to the public.

One of the The Spur goals is to provide reference spaces that can house a wide variety of 
projects for all types of professionals and/or creators. Previously selected, these paces are 
expected to be distributed based on a careful selection process, completing all the nec-
essary procedures for their lease, taking into account the initial adaptation carrying out 
the cleaning and optimizing the space ready for to its employment). The spaces can be a 
store, district, area or a building with regeneration potential.

The Spur aims to propose, as far as possible, the management and coordination of these 
creative areas, the encouragement and support of all the participants. The people of the 
creative spaces will be asked to collaborate in the adaptation of these, to make them 
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their own. As such, the goal is to reach stable agreements in a short term - at least two 
years - with the owners. On the other hand, the owners will benefit from the orderly and 
supervised occupation of the spaces for well-established organizations, the improvements 
made through their adaptation and the possibility of their profitable use in a long term. 
The project suggests that the participants organize themselves as a group, as an associa-
tion or cooperative, for example, and that they be favourable for the request of public or 
private funds in order to develop their projects.

This pioneering action of the The Spur project should serve to establish the small compa-
nies of the creative industries as a vehicle for socio-urban regeneration, offering the con-
centration of different professionals from the same field in a specific area.

In each case, and for all members, the project has been adapted to the observed needs. In 
the case that we are dealing with, Girona, focuses on the La Volta project, opening a larger 
premises and increasing the scope of the study in a larger area of the Sant Narcís district.

The specific study goals have to respond to:
- Studying how to activate new empty spaces in the Sant Narcís neighbourhood.
- Urban rehabilitation of the neighbourhood.
- Bring diversity and local participation
- Revitalization of the area and alternative uses
- Support new ideas and create self-employment.
- Built a flexible and affordable platform to innovation and creation.
- Avoid spaces and surroundings deterioration. 
- Seek spaces and project sustainability 
- Include: artists, artisans/craftsman and creative industries or industries in the cre-

ative field.

5.2  La Volta project 

La Volta project was born in autumn 2014, with the aim of promoting Sant Narcís district 
in Girona, at a cultural and creative level and also promoting it economically.

The beginning of the project was part of the Bòlit Emprèn project of the Girona City 
Council, which was subsidized on two successive occasions by the SOC, the Public Em-
ployment Service and the European Social Fund, in accordance with the Aid Program to 
Innovative and Experimental Projects, regulated by Order EMO / 312/2012 and Order EMO 
/ 208/2013 of November 6 - PIE-20-2013, successively. In these subsidies framework, the 
pilot project began in autumn 2014, consisting of a specific action in the neighbourhood 
of Sant Narcís under the name of Plataforma Llançadora of Bòlit Emprèn project of Bòlit, 
Centre d’Art Contemporani, Girona, which commissioned the coordination of the project 
to the Associació Cultural FANG (not-for-profit organization based in the neighbourhood 
since 2012).

During 2015 and 2016, La Volta was budgeted to continue with the second and third phase 
of the project, initially under the name of Plataforma Llançadora and, during 2015, the 
project adopted the current name of La Volta. On 2017 the fourth phase is being carried 
out with a municipal budget line. La Volta was developed during these years with the aim 
of being a creative epicentre, located around Plaça de l’Assumpció, with the intention of 
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establishing artists, craftsmen and professionals from other fields of the creative indus-
tries with entrepreneurial initiatives. The goal has been to create connections between 
professionals, emphasizing those who need little logistical infrastructure to develop their 
projects. Thus, following this purpose, the project has promoted the opening of premises 
transformed into shops / workshops, the establishment of artistic residences and the real-
ization of different activities to revitalize economically the neighbourhood through the art 
and, at the same time, promote professionalization and self-employment in the creative 
industries field of Girona and its counties.

In November 2014, a text by Carme Sais, director of the Bòlit, Centre d’Art Contemporani, 
Girona, was published in Girona Cultura magazine, which became a declaration of intent 
for the project:

Many years ago Montmartre began to shine when it was chosen by artists 
as a place of work and residence. Since then, many neighbourhoods in cit-
ies, or entire cities like Berlin, have regenerated thanks to the concentration 
of artists. The transforming force of culture and the economic revitalization 
capacity of the creative industries is a recognized phenomenon, and sought 
specifically during the XXI century, at the same time as the attraction of cul-
tural tourism.

The neighbourhood of Sant Narcís, Girona can be a good place to execute a 
project of social and economic dynamism through artistic specialization. The 
urban features of Plaça de l’Assumpció, the vision of the future of the neigh-
bours, the involvement of young artists living in the area and the motivation 
of Girona City Council are the necessary elements to start a transformation 
project of Sant Narcís as an artistic district of Girona.
 
The project is launched on the initiative of the Bòlit, Centre d’Art Contempo-
rani, Girona, with the initial support of SOC and the European Social Fund. 
The goal is to leverage the structure of houses with shops and arcades in 
it, in Plaça de l’Assumpció to welcome and enhance the projects of artists, 
artisans and other creators, sharing a shop, exhibition and workshop space, 
which faces to the public. Spaces, a walk under an arcade and a square that 
we hope will revive as it fills the projects of the artists: sculpture, ceramics, 
paintings, design, fashion, and in any field of the so-called creative industries. 
An arts agora where artists can organize exhibitions and workshops, hold 
meetings and professional activities of all kinds.

Artists from the Associació Fang, an entity that assumes the project exe-
cution, proposed calling it: La Volta, a name close to the old bakery that 
has been the first reopened shop-workshop, a word that it also refers to 
the porch structure of the square porches and, at the same time, acts as a 
metaphor of what they want to happen: “we must turn around the neigh-
bourhood.” With the participation of resident artists, which have been se-
lected for public tenders, the idea of   creating a monthly artistic market, at-
tractive to the neighbours, inhabitants of Girona and people from outside, 
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taking advantage of the proximity of the neighbourhood to the AVE9 station. 
Soon we will be able to rediscover this essential neighbourhood for its peo-
ple, architecturally singular and artistically attractive while doing La Volta at 
Sant Narcís.

Therefore, it is a project to support the creative industries and the revitalization of the Sant 
Narcís neighbourhood through the singularization and specialization of a commercial and 
creative area, taking advantage of the structure of houses with shops on the lower level 
and arcade square.

During the years of life of the project 4 premises have been opened:

- V1, property with workshop and store
- V15, premises with work space, exhibitions and which houses La Cova
- V22, study of the Associació Fang and a wood workshop
- V25, art and craft store, engraving workshops, kiln and photography studio

 
During the month of July 2017 the house number 25 has been purchased, which as of the 
date of writing of this project is already owned by the Girona City Council.

One of the activities carried out within the project framework is the realization of a mar-
ket under the concept “ArtKm0” and that during the years 2015 and 2016 has been done 
monthly, but that during 2017 is convened quarterly. In addition, the project has a program 
of parallel activities to attract audiences to the neighbourhood. These activities become a 
unique commercial claim linked to creativity.
 
La Volta project includes the realization of a cultural events program in the space called La Co-
va,premises number 15 and pop-up exhibitions or showroom in the different spaces or galleries 
shop windows. In addition, it has a cultural program and family shows in Plaça de l’Assumpció 
and training workshops in artistic techniques in the workshops run by residents on market days. 
 
21 markets have been made and different activities have been assembled. The data we 
have regarding activities and residences are the following10:

- 4 premises: Plaça de l’Assumpció numbers. 1, 15, 22 and 25
- 4 artistic workshops
- 1 art gallery
- 1 craft store
- 1 creative intervention room
- 8 resident projects
- 11 former residents
- 18 Art markets (Km0)
- 7 alliances with other festivals
- 20 design stall and La Volta production
- 19 stallholders residents

9  The Spanish high-speed train.

10 The data that we show below it is the official data extracted from the report of the year 2016. The data ex-
tracted from the website of La Volta on August 12, 2017 the figures are: 13 residents project, 12 former residents 
project, 23 stallholders and 21 markets. 
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- 7 stallholders former residents 
- 30 stallholders and invited guests 
- 18 concerts
- 15 popular lunches
- 7,000 visitors
- 55 activities
- 54 workshops
- 18 exhibitions

Social Media: 
- Facebook: 2,070 followers and 15,000 range people
- Twitter: 440 followers and 1,035 posts.
- Instagram: 920 followers and 247 posts.

Media:
- 38 appearances in the media

The fourth phase of La Volta project, planned for 2017, contemplates the maintenance 
of the four existing premises (1, 15, 22 and 25). Regarding house number 25, City Council 
property, the fourth phase chooses to be the cornerstone of the whole project:

 
The City Council chooses to allocate a whole house with shop and workshop 
to the project, it is located in the number 25 of Plaça de l’Assumpció, being 
processed to become a property of the City Council. This property must al-
low the installation of creative projects that do not necessarily require a work-
shop or shop once the spaces for new uses have been rehabilitated, although 
they prioritize the modality of gallery stores as the leitmotiv of the project. 
This property must become the core and basic resource of project manager. 

Regarding the tasks of coordination and management, the fourth phase estimates that they 
will be in charge of the Associació Cultural Fang until the realization of an open contest and 
publicity in which will be granted a new contract, it will be valid until 2019, but it can be extend-
able one more year if there is a favourable report from the Culture Area of Girona City Council. 
 
The task of the coordination and management team should focus on the following points:

- Manage the calls for residents participation, stallholders and users of the facilities 
in the La Volta project with clearly defined criteria, requirements, terms and condi-
tions.

- Accompany, advise and monitor the professional careers and business projects of 
the participants.

- To accomplish a plan of action for cultural and artistic activities that stimulates La 
Volta, from the market as well as from artists residing in shop-workshops and ac-
companying initiatives by the same users.

- Do a specific communication and dissemination plan that puts the value of the proj-
ect in mind and reveals the new creative, cultural and commercial pole: La Volta de 
Sant Narcís.

- Search for complementary sources of financing so the project can grow and gain 
interest.
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- Work towards the future autonomy of the project and of each resident creative 
enterprises, consolidating the square as a stable place to conceive and launch proj-
ects.

- Perform production tasks of the activities and the market.
- Prepare memos and track, control and evaluate the process and results of the proj-

ect with special emphasis on the participants.
- As has been done in the first three phases, the selection of the participating proj-

ects will be done by competition.
- Study the possible extension to the neighbourhood, new areas and possibilities of 

the project, seeking its viability and suggesting new measures to the City Council.
- Connect La Volta with the most emblematic city projects, such as festivals and cul-

tural events.
- Documentation of the activity and provide the material compiled at Bòlit, Centre 

d’Art Contemporani, Girona, for its conservation, archiving and dissemination.
- Collaborate in the tasks of establishing agreements with the premises owners to 

rent and to seek new establishments where the extension of the project may be 
considered.

- Encourage residents to choose for the direct rental of premises in the square or 
neighbourhood so that the premises rented by the organization can be offered to 
new residents while former residents could gain roots and sufficiency.

The involvement of La Volta project, in its fourth phase, has five modalities: 

- Participants stallholders in the market. It is set to last for two years, with a commit-
ment to participate in all quarterly markets. In the case of non-attendance, the fee 
of 9.90 euros (4.95 in the event of a shared stall) will also apply. Residents who have 
been related as such to the project for at least 3 months may choose to change to 
the modality of a stallholder in equal conditions and the right of permanence as the 
others. The resignation of the participation right does not exempt the payment of 
the stall rate during the agreed year.

- Guest participants. It is set the free participation in this modality and without any 
contract in one market. In case the participants would like to continue, it must be 
presented to the call as a stallholder. A written participation will be requested and 
it will be written granted.

- Resident users of the premises and market stalls. It is set to last for 1 year and can 
be extended by one more. Residents will have to pay the following fee according to 
their features:

· Residents from phases 1, 2 and 3 and first year of residents from the selections of 
the fourth phase: 40 euros / month.

· Second year residents selected in phase 4: 100 euros / month.
· Plus the participation fee of 10 euros per batch, in case of using the electric oven.
· Plus the market rate.
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- Users of facilities for specific projects (maximum 6 months) and agreed hours, with-
out the right to residence and with the right to stop in the market.

· Residents primer any: 100 euros/mes. First year residents: 100 euros/
month.

· More than market rate.

- Stallholders, former residents and former residents with the right to display and 
sell products in stores: 5 euros per month (except August), plus 15% of the sales 
product.

The stallholders and residents have the chance to of re-presenting themselves through a 
call with a period of absence of 1 year after joining the project for a minimum period of 12 
months.

La Volta project is aimed at professionals and creatives that are within the field of creative 
industries, artists and craftsmen, designers, creatives, architects, cultural managers, etc. 
The project offers the residents of the premises:

- A shop-gallery-workshop with outdoor space under the square arcade and the 
back garden (shared).

- Minimum space of 10 m2 for participant.
- Space to share with a maximum of 1 creative and maximum 3 equipped with power, 

water, Internet and heating.
- Technical support service.
- Signage and campaign to promote and disseminate the initiative.
- Quarterly organization of a creative market in the square.
- Furniture and equipment that is available upon request and concession.

On the other hand, the participants are asked:

- Consumption and maintenance expenses of 40 euros per month during the first 
year and of 100 euros during the second and quarterly market rates, 9.90 euros per 
stall (4.95 euros if shared).

- Cleaning of the premises will be done by the users.
- Contribution of the furniture and equipment you need.
- Contribution of pedagogical activities and workshops.
- To study the viability of its settlement in the square or district of Sant Narcís in a 

way linked to La Volta project choosing for direct rental, shared with other residents 
or external to the project.

5.3  Example cases of socio-urban revitalization through creativity

For years, in cities, there is a growing interest in promoting areas with a high concentration 
of artists and promoting cultural activities related to art. It is evident the inheritance comes 
from the referential and paradigmatic French case studies; Neighbourhoods with a high 
artistic concentration such as the Quartier Latin, Batignolles, Montmartre or Montparnasse 
in Paris, as well as the neighbourhoods of the East Village and SoHo from New York, or the 
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Kreuzberg neighbourhood in Berlin, one of the most important artistic centres of the late 
past century11.

History has led to the settlement of artists in a creative area within a neighbourhood in an 
organic way. Nowadays, the cultural policies of the public administrations devote efforts 
to revitalize and rehabilitate potentially degraded areas to turn them into genuine engines 
of socio-urban regeneration.

An artistic neighbourhood according to Jesus-Pedro Lorente12 is:

Un «barrio artístico» es aquel en el que hay una alta concentración de pres-
encias artísticas, entre las cuales cabría distinguir, para explicarlo mejor, tres 
factores: la afluencia de artistas —en la calle, en talleres o residencias, en 
cafés y locales de ocio—, la abundancia de arte en el espacio público —mura-
les, esculturas y monumentos, arquitecturas de mérito, mobiliario urbano de 
diseño, instalaciones multimedia, performances, etcétera—, y la profusión en 
dicho distrito urbano de establecimientos artísticos —academias o escuelas 
de arte, museos, galerías, fundaciones—. Podemos hablar de barrio artístico 
aunque solo aparezca uno de estos tres factores, con tal de que se dé en al-
tas proporciones […]; pero, sin duda, los mejores ejemplos son aquellos en los 
que se combinan dos o los tres. Además, dado que existe una interrelación 
creciente entre este trío de elementos, una alta densidad de artistas acaba 
en seguida produciendo una importante presencia de arte público y de esta-
blecimientos de arte, o viceversa.

[…] Pero, sin duda, la demostración más fehaciente de la existencia de ese 
otro modelo de funcionamiento de los barrios artísticos en relación con los 
procesos de regeneración urbana, cuando los tres factores anteriormente 
citados se suceden justo al revés: todo empieza cuando se funda un museo 
en un barrio deprimido, y luego le siguen las tiendas, galerías u otros nego-
cios, hasta que finalmente hacen acto de presencia los artistas. [Fernández, 
Lorente, 2009: 15-25] 

Some studies have wanted to systematize the features that define a cultural and creative 
district to differentiate it from the rest of the neighbourhoods. The specification of the 
defining features of a creative neighbourhood is found in the article by Joaquim Rius13 
entitled Los barrios artísticos como base local de la cultura global: el caso del raval de Bar-
celona and published in 2008. Now, no all the defining points proposed by Rius are found 
in the same way in all cultural and artistic areas, some stand out above others and, on the 
other hand, others are diluted by not being present. However, Rius proposal serves as a 
guide for defining its features:

11  Berlin is the European city with the largest population of artists and where more galleries and art centers 
open every year [Fernandez, Lorente, 2009: 20].

12  Jesús-Pedro Lorente is Professor of History of Art at the University of Zaragoza.

13  Joaquim Rius is a lecturer at the University of Valencia in the department of sociology and social anthro-
pology.
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1. En primer lugar, el barrio artístico posee un patrimonio simbólico-arquitectónico 
que es activado culturalmente. 

2. En segundo lugar, suele haber una concentración de creadores, de intermediarios 
o de instituciones culturales. 

3. El barrio forma parte de un mundo cultural metropolitano y por lo tanto, representa 
un sub-segmento dentro esta dinámica y dentro de la estructura urbana, social y 
simbólica.

4. La concentración se refleja en la utilización del espacio urbano como temática o 
como escenario de creación.

5. Esta representación simbólica del espacio cristaliza en la formación de una etique-
ta de estilo y en la proyección de ésta a nivel extra-local (nacional e internacional). 

6. El barrio artístico se hace objetivo específico de la política cultural urbana y en él 
repercuten las transformaciones de esta última. [Rius, 2008: 180]

5.3.1  Example case: Zaragoza, cultural policies and entrepreneurship

One of the examples of cases chosen for this study has been the city of Zaragoza14 and the 
study of its cultural management policies, socio-cultural dynamics and entrepreneurship. 
Zaragoza has several examples in this field, some initiatives arise from private associations 
and others are publicly owned.
 
Under the name of Zaragoza Activa15 we find the project of municipal ownership that 
welcomes different actions that have similarities with different projects carried out by 
the City Council of Girona by the Area of   Economic Promotion, Local Development and 
Tourism, the Area of  Culture of the City and the Bòlit, Centre d’Art Contemporani, Girona. 
 
ZAC is defined as a public ecosystem of entrepreneurship and social innovation with the 
global mission to improve the social and economic conditions of the city. The headquar-
ters are located in the building of the former Azucarera of Raval, a 19th century factory 
recovered with 4.000m2 that opened in 2010. During the whole week you can find a wide 
offer of formative, informative or networking activities.

Zaragoza Activa goals are the following:

- Encourage entrepreneurship by providing the necessary tools
- Strengthen and engage communities
- Promote socialization and education spaces
- Promote collaboration and cooperation environments

14  Keep in mind Zaragoza currently has 661,108 inhabitants, a population much higher than Girona, which is 
98,255 in 2016.

15  http://www.zaragoza.es/ciudad/sectores/activa/
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The available services within Zaragoza Activa are16:

- Vivero de emprendedores (17 offices for entrepreneurs)
- Semillero de ideas (a pre-incubator of companies) 
- Zona Empleo (aimed at unemployed)
- La Colaboradora (a space of collective intelligence)
- Yuzz (a project launcher for young people under 30)
- InfoActiva (an entrepreneurship consultancy)
- Made in Zaragoza (creative economy network)
- Serpiente Roja (internet space with free internet)
- ThinkZAC (a knowledge lab with a movement of ideas) 
- BJCubit (the first library for young people in Spain)
- La Remolacha HackLab

Within these services there are some that are extremely remarkable as tools for entre-
preneurship and creativity projects. The Vivero de emprendedores, for example, aims to 
help the implementation of economic activities, covering the basic needs of new busi-
ness initiatives, reducing the risk inherent in any beginning. On the other hand, we find El 
Semillero de ideas, a training service of the City Council of Zaragoza whose objective is 
the generation of 20 start ups-companies based on social initiative, cultural, innovation, 
technology development, the creation of quality jobs or of decisive contribution to the 
community - during the period that lasts a certain edition of El Semillero. There is one or-
ganized every year.

Another of the outstanding actions is La Colaboradora, a space of collective intelligence 
where a community works in its business, social or creative projects with the only require-
ment of exchanging ideas, services and knowledge through a bank of time to strengthen 
the collaborative economy of its members and their environment.

The brand Made in Zaragoza17 has been created to give visibility to the cultural and creative 
industries, which puts in value the work of SMEs and professionals in the field of creative 
economy, with the goal of establishing the foundations of the Zaragoza’s cultural identity, 
boosting a large amount of streets, consolidating the neighbourhoods and representing, 
in addition, an important local industry that generates wealth.

Another interesting project that we would like to highlight for its management is La Hari-
nera18, a creative space of public ownership located in the neighbourhood of San José. 
It is a centre for creation and collaboration aimed at active participation, empowerment 
and transformation of urban space through creativity. A space where we intend to involve 
the neighbourhood and its community. La Harinera is characterized by being a municipal 
public space, but managed in assembly. The activities, the management of the workshops 
and the spaces, the objectives, the cultural proposals... everything is thought and decided 
collaboratively among the actors involved: neighbours, cultural agents and town hall.

16  We describe in more detail each one of the actions that have served as an inspiration to the study in the 
annex section.

17  Made in Zaragoza is a project with a 30,000 euros as annual budget. You can see the project following the 
link: http://madeinzaragoza.es/ and the requirements to be part of in here:: https://www.zaragoza.es/conteni-
dos/sectores/activa/miz.pdf

18  https://harinerazgz.wordpress.com/acerca-de/
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In La Harinera project, the City Council is represented by the technicians of Zaragoza 
Cultural; the neighbourhood net through the Associación de Vecinos San José19; and the 
cultural agents, and any other person, association or company that would like to partici-
pate in the management of La Harinera it has to join to Colectivo Llámalo H. These three 
groups meet every two weeks at the Assembly of La Harinera. La Harinera has: workshops, 
exhibitions, multidisciplinary rooms, and the opening of an upper area is planned because 
the ground floor is small.

Privately owned within Zaragoza cultural network, we find Las Armas, a cultural space 
designed to promote creative proposals in the historic district, with a broad schedule of 
activities related to the programming and production of cultural events, training, artistic 
creation and social integration that is located in the Plaza de Mariano de Calvia, in the 
central neighbourhood of El Gancho (San Pablo district). The space counts with a multi-
functional auditorium with capacity for 450 people, a recording studio with 4 independent 
rooms, several classrooms for training in performing arts, musical, visual and cultural arts 
workshops, common areas for temporary exhibitions, work rooms, outdoor cinema, an 
outdoor stage and a restaurant.

Las Armas is made up of more than 60 people, the lines of work are: music; scenic and 
audiovisual arts; artistic training that encompasses music, performing arts and movement, 
visual arts and cultural management; recording and musical production; catering, events 
and festivals.

In the same district of San Pablo - El Gancho - where the activities of Las Armas take place, 
we also find 8 premises related to the creative economy and managed by the city council 
of Zaragoza through Zaragoza Activa, Zaragoza Cultural y Zaragoza Vivienda20. In these 
premises we find a graphic design and a visual artists studios, those responsible for the 
International Festival Internacional de Arte Urbano21, an architecture, painting and photog-
raphy studio, the office of Edificios de Consumo Casi Nulo, a studio of illustrators artists, a 
restoration studio and, finally, a repair studio for wood and metal wind instruments. They 
are premises with great success, there is a waiting list to occupy the premises for six years, 
at the moment the people in charge are pending to be summoned to update it.

Additionally, in the same district carries out the performances of the Festival Asalto in 
which they fill the buildings with graffiti and this year they are in their 12th edition22- or 
Estonoesunsolar- a municipal program that converts different ramshackle areas into new 
spaces for young people and elders to promote sport, learning and leisure in the street23. 
As for example: urban gardens, basketball courts, ping-pong tables, playgrounds, scenar-
ios, parks, etc.

In contrast to the neighbourhood of San Pablo we find La Madalena district, which has 
been transformed in the last years - from the beginning of the 21st century to the present 

19  Association of San José Neighbours.

20  http://www.zaragozavivienda.es/

21  Festival of Urban Art.

22  http://www.festivalasalto.com/

23  https://estonoesunsolar.wordpress.com/
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day - from a degraded area to a cool neighbourhood, many associations and social centres 
have been settled, among artists, bohemians, gallery owners and street painters. To this 
day, it is the alternative neighbourhood of Zaragoza. In the district, 7 stores are opened in 
San Agustín street, under the name of Distrito de artesania24 in order to revitalise commer-
cially the neighbourhood within the Made in Zaragoza25.

What allowed the transformation of La Madalena neighbourhood was they offered 
the rent at lower prices, both to live and to set up businesses. In addition, it is a live-
ly neighbourhood with a relationship with the street. People with inquisitiveness in-
terested in culture launched projects putting together talents with the improvement 
of the neighbourhood. In this way was born the Cultural Week of Madalena, Modale-
na, Madalena Street Market, or the campaign to improve the Parc Bruil, among others. 
 
It must be said that La Madalena has suffered in the last years a gentrification process 
and the artisanal workshops established in the area sometimes have commercial survival 
difficulties.

5.3.2  Other cases

Although we do not want to extend ourselves more in the description of other case stud-
ies because there are several in Spain that are distinguished, we would like to mention, 
although briefly, other projects that we believe are relevant to be pioneers in the socio-ur-
ban revitalization through creative neighbourhoods and they have also inspired the writ-
ing of the study in one of its points.
 
The first project is the neighbourhood of El Raval in Barcelona that was built in the first half 
of the 19th century and was where the first industries and the working class where estab-
lished, but in the new city model, at the beginning of the 20th century, it had a peripheral 
situation as a residential working district. Due to human overcrowding, the proximity to the 
harbour and the geography of its streets caused to be a neighbourhood associated with 
marginality, prostitution and drug addiction.
 
However, during the 80’s of the last century, a reformation process of the neighbourhood 
began. The most remarkable performance that culminated in 1995, apart from the open-
ing of large public spaces, was the construction of the new Museu d’Art Contemporani de 
Barcelona26 (MACBA) and the Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona27 (CCCB) a 
year before, in 1994.

The opening of these two cultural institutions was the beginning to rise for other institu-
tions, foundations and creators to settle in the district and they have given way to a broad 
range of visual artists, musicians or professionals of the cultural and creative industries.

Also, within the Raval Cultural project and the Meanwhile methodology, there is the project 

24  District of Crafts

25  http://madeinzaragoza.es/blog/7-espacios-de-la-calle-san-agustin-presentan-su-nueva-imagen/ 

26  Museum of Contemporary Art of Barcelona

27  Centre of Contemporary Culture of Barcelona
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Mentrestant, Espais actius districte creatiu, a project conceived by Mentrestant (Unlimited 
Meanwhile Ltd) and promoted by the City Council of Barcelona through the Institut de 
Cultura (Department of Culture, Creativity and Innovation), the Department of Commerce 
and Ciutat Vella District. In the project were opened 4 areas in the Príncep de Viana street, 
within the Raval district. 

The installed spaces were: Yoga for children, Workshop (courses, workshop, exhibition 
and sale of artistic products), local online radio Scanner FM, Som Atents (group and study 
of professional journalists). Of these, Scanner FM still stays there. This project served as a 
pilot test for later actions in social spaces promoted by the Barcelona City Council.

The second project we would like to briefly highlight it goes under the name Soho de 
Màlaga, Barrio de las Artes28. It was born thanks to a citizens initiative – neighbours and the 
association of merchants and catering- to rehabilitate an old bourgeois residential area, lo-
cated between the south of the Almeda and the Muelle de Heredia, a neighbourhood that 
was urban degraded and commercially over the years. Due these circumstances, it opted 
to create a cultural district under the internationally known Soho label, in order to boost 
the environment with an offer of leisure, culture, commerce and business. The proposal 
was welcomed by the City Council of Málaga, which launched the project from different 
municipal areas.

Nowadays, in this district we can find 7 museums and galleries, 4 theatres, more than 50 
bars and restaurants, forty shops, ten options for accommodation and more than a hun-
dred service companies (graphic, graphic design studios, architectural studios... plus clinic 
centres, consultants, hairdressing salons...)29.

6.  Prospection

6.1  Socio-urban and socio-economic context of the neighbourhood of Sant 
Narcís, Girona

6.1.1  Urban Context

The district of Sant Narcís is an architectural complex made after the Civil War and built 
around a porch square that concentrates the services of the neighbourhood-church, trade, 
social area, etc. In its surroundings we can find the streets with isolated single-family and 
semi-detached buildings developed on two floors and with an independent garden. There 
are also some four-story blocks, built in a second phase. The houses have a structure of 
load walls, with roofs of vaults of four points. The exterior is plastered and painted and 
with an Arab roof. The geometric layout of the set is well defined and autonomous to the 
city.

28  http://www.sohomlg.com/

29  Another example that could be mentioned in Santa Catalina district of Palma, but since it is a member city 
of the The Spur project, we thought that it was not necessary to develop it in this study to avoid extending 
ourselves in the theoretical framework.
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In Plaça de l’Assumpció we can find the parish church. A rectangular floor with a semicir-
cular apse, structured with a large central nave and two large narrow lateral naves. The 
main façade features a square bell tower on the right side and a porch at the entrance 
with a tiled roof and paired columns, with stone capitals, which delimit the openings of 
the porch façade with half-point arches. The bell tower combines exteriorly the face brick 
work with the plaster. The rest of the exterior walls are plastered.
 
Innerly the naves are plastered and painted white. The columns with ceramic pieces from 
Quart are ornate and with capitals that link to the work of the semicircular arches . In the 
centre of the main nave there is an octagonal dome base

The entire neighbourhood constitutes a significant sample of the housing policy carried 
out by the Obra Sindical del Hogar30 during the postwar period. The model was inspired 
by the German Siedlung colonies, with typological aspects of rationalism and a popularism 
architectural language, with references to local tradition. After the floods of 1940 it began 
to think about the need to build the neighbourhood. The whole district had to be build 
on land expropriated to twelve owners. The project was designed in 1944, but the works 
did not start until 1948, due to the difficulties in the appropriation process. In 1951 the first 
houses were delivered, after a desert auction. The construction was carried out by direct 
administration with training of team workers. The neighbourhood was inaugurated on July 
18, 1951. But the official inauguration did not take place until February 1952. The district 
consisted of 527 homes, a church, a social centre, a parish hall and a vocational training 
school. The construction of a sports stadium was planned to be built31.

The district of Sant Narcís was for many years full of life and commercially active, the 
neuralgic centre was la Plaça de l’Assumpció and it spread throughout all the surrounding 
streets. On August 18, 2008 the works on the roads and the underground high-speed train 
station began, as from that moment began the commercial decline of the neighbourhood. 
In 2013 the road of Plaça Europa, which connects with Passeig d’Olot and Emili Grahit, 
was remodelled almost 6 years after the construction of the railway project began. It goes 
without saying that during all the years that urban planning interventions have been taking 
place, there have been constant local demands for discomforts (noise, dust ...) and the lack 
of mobility that neighbours had as a consequence of the works.

This year 2017 is the ninth year of works, first became the railway project and then the Parc 
Central. The last action is the replacement works on the slab of the Parc Central of Girona, 
they should be finished by April, but they would not be done until the end of this year, if all 
goes well. This action contemplates there is a public park on the slab.

The railway project and its long execution, plus with the shock of the economic crisis, 
are probably the direct consequence of the commercial, cultural and social decline in the 
neighbourhood during the last decade.

30  Organism created during Franco’s dictatorship with the goal of solving the lack of housing available 
through the construction and administration of public houses. They were sold at low prices.

31  Information extracted from the page of the inventory of Patrimoni Arquitectònic de la Generalitat de 
Catalunya (Architectural Heritage of the Generalitat of Catalonia). http://invarquit.cultura.gencat.cat/Cerca/
Fitxa?index=0&consulta=&codi=21253. Consulted on July 15, 2017.
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6.1.2  Population structure 

The surface32 of Sant Narcís is 0.67 km2, with a population of 12,516 people, which rep-
resents 12.69% of the total municipality. There is currently an average of 4,504 domiciles, 
with 2.33 people per housing. The population density, 18,583.61 hab./km2 is remarkable, in 
comparison to the rest of municipality that is of 6.871,19 hab./km2, almost the double. How-
ever, population density is more pronounced as we move away from the neuralgic centre 
of the neighbourhood, Plaça de l’Assumpció.

The average age of the population of Sant Narcís is 40.25. However, its ageing index of 
1.05, while the rest of the municipality is 0.88; It should be noted that 20% of the popula-
tion of the district of Sant Narcís is older than 70 years. Of the age bracket of 65 years or 
more, there are 2,075 people (14,835 in the municipality), almost the same number of peo-
ple in the age group of 0 to 15 years old that there are 2,089 (18,027 in the municipality). 
Between 16 and 64 there are 8,352 people (65,705 in the municipality).

To give us a specific idea of the population, we find it interesting to show the following 
table, which details the population according to the place of birth:

Population according to place of birth

DATA
MUNICIPALITY
(data 1/01/2016)

AREA PPB SANT NARCÍS
(data 1/12/2016)

Girona municipality 39,610 (40.19%) 4,353

Other Girona province 14,747 (14.96%) 1,585

Rest of Catalonia 9,930 (10.07%) 865

Spanish State 13,345 (13.54%) 1,263

Abroad 20,935 (21.24%) 4,090

As we see in the table data, foreigners are a total of 4,090, 2,184 are women and 1,906 
men, representing 30% of the population. Further below we detail the origin of foreigners:

Origin of the foreign population

DADES
MUNICIPALITY
(data 1/01/2016)

AREA PPB SANT NARCÍS
(data 1/12/2016)

Sub-Saharan Africa 1,526 275

Central and South America 9,393 2,219

North America 313 6

Asia 1,361 280

Maghreb 3,593 612

Oceania 24 2

Middle East 49 7

Rest of Europe 1,329 212

European Union 3,355 477

32  The data we show in this section is dated December 1st, 2016 and have been extracted from Àrea de Promo-
ció Econòmica i Desenvolupament Local (Area of Economic Promotion and Local Development) and the files 
used in Pla Integral de Sant Narcís in April 2017. The data refers in the area included in the budgets involved.
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To complete this section, we would like to point out the level of studies of the population 
of the neighbourhood, it maintains the same proportions as the rest of the city’s neigh-
bourhoods.

STUDIES WOMEN MEN ALL

No applicable for people under 16 years old 1,105 1,234 2,339

People who can not read and write 76 28 104

Without studies or incomplete primary education 1,184 928 2,112

EGB, ESO, FP1 or equal 1,837 1,775 3,612

BUP, Batxillerat, FP2 or equal 1,426 1.335 2,761

 University studies: Bachelor’s degree 289 197 486

 University studies: Master’s degree 526 349 875

Non-university higher education 24 23 47

PhD and postgraduate 100 80 180

Total 6,567 5,949 12,516

Municipal Register of Inhabitants Continuous on 
12/01/2016

6.1.3  Economic data

In this section we show the economic data of the neighbourhood33, the potentially active 
population (from 16 to 64 years old) is 8,352 people, 4,344 women and 4,008 are men34. 
In addition, the business owners of the neighbourhood have an average age of 45 and 60 
years old, most of them are consolidated businesses and have been operating for more 
than 10 years.
 
The activities of the economic sector are the following35:

Economic activities

Food and beverages 44

Other types of retail 33

Sport goodsHome goods 0

Home goods 3

Self-service shop (>400m2) 1

Bars 40

Power 0

Tobacconists 1

Pharmacies 4

33  The data come from Pla Integral de Sant Narcís of April 2017 and also of the Area of Economic Promotion 
of the City Council of Girona.

34  The data come from the Municipal Register of Continuing Residents 01/12/2016.

35  The data in the area is from January 2017, the source is from the Activity Census. 
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Gas Stations 1

Waste management 0

Hypermarket (>2500m2) 0

Food and tobacco industry 3

Wood, cork and furniture industry 0

Chemical industry 1

Textile and leather industry 1

Mining and construction industries 0

Books and newspapers 1

New technologies 7

Production and transformation of metals 0

Restaurants 7

Clothing and Footwear 5

Supermercats (>400m2 i 2500m2) 3

Educational, healthcare and sports facilities

Daycare Centres 1

Primary School Centres 1

Secondary School Centres

Universities

Specialized Centres

Other educational facilities 2

Pavilions 1

Swimming Pools 1

Football pitches 0

Tennis courts

Sports facilities 1

Religious facilities

Hospitals 0

Clinics 0

Primary Care Centres

Other healthcare facilities

Cultural facilities

Cultural Centres 0

Galleries 0

Museums 0

Libraries 0

Exhibition halls 0

Punts de lectura 1

Civic Centres 1

Cinemas 0
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Auditorium and conference halls 0

Theatres 0

Cultural organizations

Total of commercial activities 150

Total services 164

Total facilities 13

Associations and organizations 5

Warehouse 3

6.1.4  Aixequem Persianes Program

The program Aixequem Persianes is a program for aiding the impetus and socioeconom-
ic dynamism of Girona city, this action is subsidized by the Public Employment Service 
of Catalonia in the framework of the Projecte Treball als Barris and aims to promote the 
implementation of economic activities in premises located in the neighborhoods of Sant 
Narcís, Santa Eugènia and Can Gibert del Pla and has a budget allocation of € 30,000 this 
year 2017. The program also would like to improve social cohesion with the creation of an 
aids program that will dampen the impact that the crisis has on the families and the people 
who suffer it.

The program began in 2013 with a municipal proposal for socio-economic revitalization of 
Sant Narcís district, from 2015 the neighbourhoods of Santa Eugènia and Can Gibert del 
Pla were incorporated. The last call for 201736, ending on December 31st, is aimed at holders 
of economic activities that establish their activity in the premises of the neighbourhoods 
mentioned above, as well as unique experiences that contribute to boost emblematic ar-
eas or exchange risk sector. Applicants for grants must meet the following requirements:
 

- Cooperative projects
- Individuals or legal entities with entrepreneurship projects
- Unique experiences that contribute to boost emblematic areas or encourage sec-

tors to risk us
- They must keep up to date with their tax obligations with Girona City Council, with 

the Social Security and the Treasury
- They can not be recipients of other grants for the same concept

 
As for the premises, they must meet the following requirements:

- They must be located in the neighbourhoods of Sant Narcís, Santa Eugènia or Can 
Gibert del Pla
- It must be done for at least 3 months closed and without economic activity
- They must be open premises to the public
- The increase of the annual rental can not be higher than the IPC of Catalonia
- The IBI must be in charge of the property of the building

36  The basis of the calls for other years of Aixequem Persianes are similar, we detail the last call because it is 
the most current.
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Susceptible activities to be subsidized must be registered and priority is given to them to 
receive subsidies that meet at least one of the following requirements:

- It is addressed to cooperative activities 
- It is addressed to activities that promote talent, creativity and/or crafts
- It represents a complementarity with the offer of the neighbourhood
- They report a contribution of added value to the commercial mix of the area
- May not be concessions of administrative licenses
- Unique experiences that contribute to boost emblematic areas of the neighbour-

hood or encourage sectors at risk
- The franchises will be studied in each case given the character of economic-social 

interest that the program has

The types of aids and amounts that the program takes into account are the following:

- Information, guidance and technical advice for the analysis of viability and creation 
of the company.

- Direct financial aid, in the amount lost and until exhaustion, for the establishment 
and start of the economic activity with a maximum amount of €3,500:

· Up to 100% of the cost of the initial investment with a limit of €2,500 for:

- For the acquisition of machinery, equipment, minor works, equipment 
of new technologies, furniture or other similar expenses.

- For initial investment in circulation, maximum 35%.

· Up to €1,000 to meet the cost of:

- The license fee for opening
- The ICIO
- The garbage fee
- The insurance premium for the rental payment
- As long as the expense corresponds and has been paid by the per-

son requesting the aid as the holder of the activity and at most by the 
non-deductible part provided for in the tax ordinances.

Grants awarded since the beginning of the program have been37: 

Year Grants awarded Gender

2013 1

2014 6

2015 4 2 women and 2 men

2016 14 6 women and 8 men

2017 3 2 women and 1 man

37  The data presented in this section comes from the Department of Economic Promotion, of the Innovation 
and Business Promotion section.
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It should be pointed out that no support has yet been granted for the new call38, from 
which we have detailed the bases above.

Regarding the type of economic activities within the aid of the last three years we can 
detail that they have been the following:

Activities 2015 Activities 2016 Activities 2017

Bakery cafe Physiotherapy Centre Supermarket

Aesthetic Salon Bicycle repair workshop Dental Clinic

Hair salon Aesthetic Salon Aesthetic Salon

Candy store Administrator

Vinyl printing shop

Shoe repair workshop

Real Estate

Real Estate

Clothing and accessories 
store

Hair Salon

Organic food shop

Showroom 

Sewing and clothing work-
shop

Buying and selling used 
books

The survival of the economic activities have been:

Year Grants awarded Condition

2015 4 4 working

2016 14 13 working and 1 closed

2017 3 3 working

6.1.5  Registered unemployment in Sant Narcís district
 
The data we have about registered unemployment in the district of Sant Narcís39 makes 
it evident that unemployment is higher than the rest of the city. The average unemployed 
population of working age —10,762 people40— is 11.24% in the neighbourhood, while in Gi-
rona it is 8.83%.

38  On date of July 26th, 2017.

39  The data are from 2016 and come from the Observatori del Treball i Model Productiu de l’Àrea de Promo-
ció Econòmica (Labor and Production Model Observatory of the Area of Economic Promotion, Local Develop-
ment and Tourism) and take the zip code 17005.

40  Number of UMAT, Padró Municipal d’Habitants (Municipal Register of Inhabitants) on January 1st, 2015.
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Although there was a decrease during the year, 1,327 people passed from January to 
1,146 in the month of December, although this figure can still be considered important. 
 
Regarding the nationality of the unemployed, the highest figure is found in those of Span-
ish nationality, the average number of foreigners throughout the year is 426 people, com-
pared with 784 of those who have Spanish nationality. Regarding sex, the highest figure 
comes from female sex, although the difference is not as great as with nationality - the 
annual average is 625 for women and 584 for men.

6.1.6  Cultural context and activities for the local community

The cultural activities of Sant Narcís are mainly produced by the neighbourhood civic 
centre. The civic centre is more than 30 years old, it is the oldest in Girona, it is located in 
the Plaça de l’Assumpció, it has 53 entities with a specific participation and 24 of them are 
registered in Sant Narcís. The diversity of spaces available —bar, cloister for exhibitions, 
piano room, theatre, classrooms with different capacities, reading point, terraces, offices..., 
as well as a very wide and varied program. All together become the nerve centre of the 
social and cultural activity of the neighbourhood.

The civic centre of Sant Narcís has an ongoing project: ESLIM. Escenaris de literatura, imat-
ge i música that was created with the aim of promoting local artists from creative, interdis-
ciplinary and amateur shows, facilitating scenarios, organization and specialized support.
 
In 2014, the Emprenedors en Marxa project was launched, which promoted a meeting 
space, the exchange of experiences and resources for young entrepreneurs. The goal was 
to facilitate the necessary element to share experiences, difficulties and potentialities of 
entrepreneurship, establishing elements of training, counselling and support. Oriented to 
unemployed people over 18, motivated to set up a personal self-employment project or 
those who are already doing it, entrepreneurs without any problem to share their business 
ideas and share doubts, needs, experiences and create a support network. The project was 
extended until 2016, but it is not currently being done.

Sant Narcís civic centre is also a space for exhibitions, it has hosted different collective 
exhibitions and, lastly, during April 2017 was entitled Trobada d’artistes (Encounter of art-
ists), with works by Pere Mi, Lethi Hivannam, Yvan Ripollés, Josep López “El flaquer” and 
Enric Puigsegur.
 
However, the activities of the centre with the greatest offer are those of courses and work-
shops that, at township level, represent 41.6% of the total of the activities that are carried 
out in the civic centres and 32.5% of the activities are carried out by Sant Narcís Civic 
Centre. In the programming of the Sant Narcís civic centre for 2017-2018 we find activi-
ties with babies—yoga—; with family —choir—; children and youth, from 3 to 17 years old 
—dancing, drawing and painting—; for adults —photography, singing, crafts—. The crafts 
are organized by the Col·lectiu de Dones de Sant Narcís (Sant Narcís Women’s Collective) 
and consist of techniques of enamel, jewellery, ornaments, decoration... For adults there are 
also monographs —of engraving, of introduction to album illustration, sewing workshops, 
patchwork, tapestry (these three last workshops are organized by the Sant Narcís Women’s 
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Collective)—; dance and dance activities —latin dancing, capoeira, country and sardanes41, 
Oriental dance, Sevillanas, zumba—; physical activities —yoga, gymnastics for the elderly, 
pilates, tai-chi...—; memory activities —Sudokus and hieroglyphs for elderly people (activ-
ity organized by the Esplai de la Gent Gran de Sant Narcís42)—; Within the technological 
branch, organized by the Neighbourhood Association of Sant Narcís, there is the course 
Fes la teva revista digital (Make your digital magazine) and, organized by the Esplai de la 
Gent Gran, a course of computer science is proposed; The language workshops of this year 
are in the civic centre offer are English level 1 and English level 2; We also find activities in 
science, literature and creative writing (course organized by the Kerunta association) -; 
theatre and performing arts - experimental theatre (organized by the Women’s Collective) 
and theatrical readings (organized by the Esplai de Gent Gran).

In the same neighbourhood, but organized by Associació de veïns i veïnes Sant Narcís 
Sud43, and carried out at the premises of the association in Valladolid street, there are par-
allel activities of photography, crafts, modelling, crochet, cross-stitch, ballroom, yoga or 
basic computer.

We summon in the following tables the specific data about the users and the activities 
from the civic centre:

Number of users in the activities

2014 3,324

2015 3,467

2016 3,401

Number of activities

2014 476

2015 476

2016 526

Number of users

2014 126,572

2015 105,423

2016 111,127

Global data of users

2015 2016

Children 526 12.7% 564 13.9%

Youth 351 13.8% 363 15.3%

Adults 1,383 55.0% 1,392 53.6%

Elderly people 1,207 18.5% 1,082 17.2%

Totals 3,467 100.0% 3,401 100.0%

41  Folkloric dance from Catalonia.

42 Organization for the elderly people in Sant Narcís district.

43 Sant Narcís South Neighbours Association.
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Neighbourhood 1,784 61.6% 1,523 62.6%

City 1.,289 31.5% 1,405 29.7%

Outside the city 394 6.9% 473 7.7%

Totals 3,467 100.0% 3,401 100.0%

Men 1,099 39.4% 975 38.2%

Women 2,368 60.6% 2,426 61.8%

Totals 3,467 100.0% 3,401 100.0%

Activities according to typology

2014 2015 2016

Ceremonies 0 0.0% 23 4.8% 47 8.9%

Rehearsals 17 3.6% 25 5.3% 33 6.3%

Casals 25 5.3% 2 0.4% 4 0.8%

Workshops 166 34.9% 161 33.8% 171 32.5%

Interviews 9 1.9% 10 2.1% 12 2.3%

Meeting points 0 0.0% 23 4.8% 12 2.3%

Shows 66 13.9% 52 10.9% 71 13.5%

Exhibitions 17 3.6% 17 3.6% 16 3.0%

Meetings 161 33.8% 126 26.5% 126 24.0%

Visits 6 1.3% 2 0.4% 8 1.5%

Talks 9 1.9% 35 7.4% 26 4.9%

Totals 476 100.0% 476 100.0% 526 100.0%

Uses according typology 

Uses 2014 2015 2016

Popular ceremonies 0 0.0% 4,396 4.2% 6,116 5.5%

Rehearsals 4,654 3.7% 5,404 5.1% 5,038 4.5%

Casals 47,768 37.7% 1,911 1.8% 4,064 3.7%

Workshops 32,549 25.7% 39,685 37.6% 40,681 36.6%

Interviews 127 0.1% 533 0.5% 926 0.8%

Meeting points 0 0.0% 27,691 26.3% 31,430 28.3%

Shows 13,412 10.6% 10,436 9.9% 9,579 8.6%

Exhibitions 14,204 11.2% 3,858 3.7% 4,395 4.0%

Meetings 12,908 10.2% 8,.815 8.4% 7,755 7.0%

Visits 407 0.3% 231 0.2% 135 0.1%

Talks 543 0.4% 2,463 2.3% 1,008 0.9%

Totals 126,572 100.,0% 105.423 100.0% 111,127 100.0%

Organisation of the activites

Activities 2014 2015 2016

Own party 112 23.5% 124 26.1% 136 25.9%

Mixed parties 11 2.3% 14 2.9% 2 0.4%

Third parties 353 74.2% 338 71.0% 388 73.8%

Totals 476 100.0% 476 100.0% 526 100.0%
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Uses according to organisation

Uses 2014 2015 2016

Own party 11,858 9.4% 34,736 32.9% 40,635 36.6%

Mixed parties 880 0.7% 4,970 4.7% 700 0.6%

Third parties 113,834 89.9% 65,717 62.3% 69,792 62.8%

Totals 126,572 100.0% 105,423 100.0% 111,127 100.0%

Exhibitions

2014 2015 2016

Total Number: 17 17 16

Individuals 5 29.4% 8 47.1% 7 43.8%

Collectives 12 70.6% 9 52.9% 9 56.3%

Young creatives 3 17.6% 1 5.9% 1 6.3%

Professionals 4 23.5% 5 29.4% 6 37.5%

Amateurs 6 35.3% 9 52.9% 7 43.8%

Workshops / 
organizations 

4 23.5% 2 11.8% 2 12.5%

Photography 7 41.2% 2 11.8% 3 18.8%

Drawing and 
Painting

4 23.5% 5 29.4% 8 50.0%

Educational 0 0.0% 2 11.8% 2 12.5%

Others 6 35.3% 8 47.1% 3 18.8%

The rest of cultural activities come from the activities performed by La Volta project, some 
of them are monographic that the Civic Centre does in collaboration with La Volta, as 
they are the resident artists who teach them. Specifically, this year they are scheduled: 
Introducció a l’àlbum il·lustrat by Martassa art, Gravat amb planxa de linòleum i estampació 
manual (engraving with linoleum ironing and manual printing) by Joanic Geniut, and from 
2018 there are also other scheduled that will be in charge of Moments by NuNu, Anna Mitjà 
and Juan Righetti.

As we have already mentioned in the section 4.2 of this study, in La Volta program we can 
find concerts, many of them take place with market days and are held outdoors. There 
have been performances of Mazoni, Trio 180º, Minerva, Howlin’Dogs, Cru!, Paula Grande... 
to name a few. Other concerts take place in La Cova de La Volta, this space is used to per-
form sound experimentation activities, such as the cycle El Generador, organized jointly 
with Ameba Cultura Girona and it had two editions, the first in 2016 and the second this 
year 2017.

As a special event, held in February 2017, La Volta organized Volta i Volta, an event where 
the venues host exhibitions of creative processes, art workshops, shows and small-format 
concerts, recitals... The first edition was devoted to children and proposing a gymkhana 
of workshops and creative activities at popular prices, there were activities with wooden 
toys, creative reading, ink pads workshops, clay workshop, self-portrait workshops, exhibi-
tions of instruments created with recovered objects. 
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La Volta also has a program of exhibitions, among which there has been: Introspecció, 
by Pol Ballonga; Robson by Jan Barceló; Trànsits by Víctor Masferrer; Doodle, by Cristina 
Lliurat; to mention some of them that are included in the memoirs and the website www.
femlavolta.cat. La Volta program during the year gather workshops and courses of glass 
recovery, engraving, minitoves, video recording, introduction to screen printing...

For the youngest and in junction between three neighbourhoods, Can Gibert del Pla, Santa 
Eugènia and Sant Narcís, a new space has been created: El Güell, espai jove. El Güell Espai 
Jove44 is part of the Xarxa d’Espais Joves (Youth network) of the city, along with L’Estació 
and Els Químics. It is characterized by integrating work with young people from three ar-
eas of Girona City Council: Youth, Social Services and Employment through the social and 
labor insertion device of labor in the neighbourhoods. It is aimed at young people between 
the ages of 14 and 29, which offers a set of activities that are structured in three areas of 
intervention: training and job placement, leisure and education for participation and the 
citizens.

El Güell Espai Jove is born with the clear desire to maintain a constant interrelation with 
the entities and services of the territory in which it is located, seeking collaboration syn-
ergies that strengthen relationships and neighbourhood coexistence. The project aims to 
become a reference centre for young people, where they find answers to their needs, and 
the support and means for the development of their proposals. The project has a meeting 
space, a quarterly program of activities and workshops, a digital research space, a youth 
information service, a school success workshop, and also projects with: educators and city 
educators , participation and exercise of citizenship and a social-labor insertion mecha-
nism.

This project is aligned with L’estació, espai jove located in the old Girona-Olot railway sta-
tion in the Santa Eugenia district, at one of the entry points in the Sant Narcís area, one 
of the budgets involved. L’Estació has many years of career path in 1993 the Youth Infor-
mation Service was opened, whose main goal is to be a reference point for young people 
in the fields of culture, participation and associations, housing, leisure, health and tourism, 
among others, and it puts special emphasis on work and training.

Nowadays L’Estació hosts different activities: leisure workshops with different topics, talks 
of the work and educational service various theme leisure courses, work and training ser-
vice talks, talks related to other subjects such as volunteering, trips, etc., concerts, confer-
ences, tournaments, film cycles, etc... One of the most consolidated proposals offered by 
L’Estació is Mostrar’t: an initiative whose purpose is to give a boost to the young artistic 
creators of the city, with the cession of a space to exhibit their work.

6.2  Stakeholders. Possible agents involved

For the realisation of this study, it has been sought and interviewed to potential agents 
that could become actors involved in providing diversity and local participation, revital-
ising the area and looking for the sustainability of the spaces and the project, goals we 
mentioned in 4.1 section and they must respond to this study.

44  The information comes from the website of Girona City Council.
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The interviews have been done to:

a) The Association of neighbours of Sant Narcís (Xavier Reyner, president of the as-
sociation)

b) Sant Narcís Civic Centre (Pau Martinell, civic centre director)
c) Associació Fang (Marta Sureda)
d) Sant Narcís Women’s Collective (president, vice president and treasurer)
e) Elna Foundation (Montse Castellana, director; Marta Gabarda, Estefania Plans and 

Domènec Boïgues, technicians)
f) CoEspai (Celeste Senés, director)
g) Aixequem Persianes (Su Ferrer, head of Innovation and Business Promotion section)
h) Cooking Girona (David Aubert, president)
i) Municipal School of Art (Jordi Armengol, director)

 
The questions of the interviews carried out have been related to their activities, what 
they are missing in the neighbourhood on social and cultural scale and what is their geo-
graphical area of   action, it has also been asked for the group of activities with the La Volta 
project, what are they waiting for for a project of these characteristics and if they would 
participate in some way as a stakeholder or programming activities jointly, and in case this 
last answer was yes, which activities. Finally, in regards to economic sustainability, it has 
been asked whether they would be willing to rent premises and provide some funding to 
the project.

a) Associació de veïns de Sant Narcís (Sant Narcís Neighbourhood Association)

- It is an association that provides services to the neighbourhood, has no facilities.
- Currently, he is actively participating in the Pla Integral del Barri de Sant Narcís, 

which seems to be included, according to the conversation held with his president, 
a place to carry out activities.

- Its area of action is the one that is included in the budgets involved.
- What they miss in the neighbourhood is cultural access for young people.
- Currently it has no group of activities with La Volta, although they have participated 

in a market.
- They would be willing to do activities together with the La Volta project that are 

complementary and not counter-programmed with the activities carried out by the 
association.

- At the moment there is no idea of what projects could be brought together, but 
they have the door open to talk about it.

b) Centre Cívic Sant Narcís (Sant Narcís Civic Centre)

- They provide activities at the neighbourhood level and they welcome other entities 
that have a specific and periodic nature.

- The activities that work best are the courses and workshops and also have a lot of 
demand for the transfer of spaces.

- The young public (aged 16 to 25) is not the predominant. People within this age 
range are mainly theatre users and also because they are the instructors of the cen-
tre.
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- They miss to reach on the entire neighbourhood, the southern part and the Pare 
Coll sector.

- They also miss the lack of municipal facilities, such as library, pool...
- The activities and bonds to the La Volta project are: 

· Provide logistic support in the markets.
· Schedule jointly workshops.

- La Volta brings diversity to the neighbourhood from a new perspective, it is a pos-
itive project.

- Prioritise courses and workshops that are focused on users of the civic centre. 
Therefore, it must respond to the real needs of the people of the neighbourhood, 
they must be socio-community activities.

- They will participate with joint activities with La Volta, they are open to dialogue.
- A point in favour of the La Volta project is that it is not managed directly by the 

administration, they are faster in management and communication and have the 
ability to ramify more easily.

- This year 2017, La Volta will participate with the design of the ESLIM project.

c) Associació Fang (Fang Association)

- The activities of the association are of cultural revitalisation and management of La 
Volta.

- They miss the social and cultural momentum.
- Its area of action is Sant Narcís, the radius closest to Plaça de l’Assumpció.
- They consider the centre civic a very powerful pole.
- As an association they offer workshops in the artistic field, also in the Civic Centre 

of Pedret.

d) Col·lectiu de Dones de Sant Narcís (Sant Narcís Women Collective)

- Association with 27 or 28 years of activity, officially 25 years. Very active and 
self-sufficient financially.

- Activities such as association are workshops and training.
- They would miss the younger people, their dedication is to the people but prefera-

bly to the women.
- They miss more spaces and they need a kitchen to be able to do workshops in this 

area.
- Its area of   action is delimited by the zip code.
- They want to open activities to everyone. Handicraft users are elderly people from 

50 to 70 and those in health activities are people from 26 to 40 and mix with men 
and women.

- The joint activities with La Volta have been tried but they have not settled
- Some of the teachers of the courses are users of La Volta.
- They see the opportunity to carry out joint activities with the La Volta project to 

provide added value (ceramics, paint, glass ...), they could provide the most creative 
phase.

- They are open to dialogue, they think that they could establish organisational and 
communication for activities.
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e) Fundació Elna (Elna Foundation)

- The Elna Foundation aims to respond to the concerns and needs, outside the work-
place, of People with Intellectual Disability and Development (DID). It works to of-
fer real opportunities that allow them to develop their autonomy capacities while 
preserving their dignity as citizens, from the field of health and sport, culture or 
housing.

- Its radius of action is Girona and counties.
- Many of the members of the association, although they are located next to a place 

in La Volta, do not know the activities and proposals that are carried out from La 
Volta.

- As a team they would be willing to participate in some activity, however, they point 
out that the last will is from the boys, since they are who choose the activities in 
which they participate, for this reason they have never participated in any activity 
with La Volta.

f) CoEspai

- CoEspai is a co-working centre in Girona specialised in business management and 
professional community management. They are part of networks such as the Eu-
ropean Creative Hubs Network (program co-founded by the European Union and 
led by the British Council) and Cowocat (Catalan Association of Co-working Areas). 
They have “Partners Locations - collaborations” with other creative spaces/hubs 
such as MOB Barcelona. As of today, they are also members of the club culture of 
the Tourism Board of Costa Brava as an activity company (http://ca.costabrava.org/
que-fer/cultura/empreses/empreses-dactivitats/coespai-girona- 113527).

- The radius of action is currently the centre of Girona.
- Willing to rent a large premises with the intention of expanding co-working as well 

as implementing/creating new projects. At the moment CoEspai has reached the 
maximum capacity, it is in the heat of growth phase and would be willing to extend 
and locate the neighbourhood, if the city council places facilities for them and could 
participate in any public aid, such as the Aixequem Persianes project or be part of 
the La Volta project.

- Interested in creating bonds with the La Volta project, providing mobility for the us-
ers of CoEspai in the centre of Girona and participating in creating a second centre 
of entrepreneurial decentralised centre of the city.

- Willing to provide their knowledge in advising entrepreneurs in the field of cultural 
and creative industries to revitalise the neighbourhood with the possibility of incor-
porating communities outside of Girona.

- They have collaborations with other shared work centres.
- Willing to provide experience as a fundraiser.
- Willing to participate in joint activities with the La Volta project.
- Willing to revitalise their activity by relating it to the associations, entities and proj-

ects in the neighbourhood where they are installed.

CoEspai would always do a previous market study to find viability before starting 
the proposed actions.
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g) Aixequem Persianes

- They see the opportunity of including La Volta project in Aixequem Persianes but 
points out that it is a political decision.

h) Cooking Girona 

- It is a cooperative co-working of more than 30 entrepreneurs.
- The users of the space can become part of the cooperative and participate in its 

management.
- They promote the Coomença Scholarship, aimed at entrepreneurs who start their 

professional project.
- Participate actively in charitable causes through CookingSuma.
- They organize and welcome all types of business, cultural and social activities.
- They emphasize the architectural quality of the district of Sant Narcís, which has a 

special interest at urban level.
- Of the cultural offerings they emphasize those of La Volta. They are interested in 

their activities and believe that the offer is enough and wide.
- They do activities not open to the public aimed at the cohesion of coworkers at a 

professional level.
- They also make activities open to the neighbourhood and geolocated in a radius 

that is very close to co-working. Organise concerts, talks... that are completely free, 
since the collection to do activities goes against their policies. 

- In some of the cultural activities they use reverse box office that later they use to 
pay the artists or lecturers.

- They have never done any activity together with La Volta, however, and in their per-
sonal capacity, they have attended as a public in their cultural proposals.

- From a project such as La Volta they would expect the neighbourhood to be ener-
gized.

- They would participate in a project like La Volta. What they believe they could pro-
vide is knowledge about cooperatives, on joint proposals, in short, in management 
methodologies that were positive for the self-sustainability of the project.

- The implementation of a co-working in the Sant Narcís neighbourhood would be 
positive in La Volta project.

- They would participate in joint activities to enhance the bidirectionally of the flows 
of people from the city centre to the neighbourhood.

- They would not be able to move to the neighbourhood in the case of growth, be-
cause they are promoting a brand and physically they are very separate from the 
centre where they are developing their activities.

- They are focused on the development of their two premises located in the old quar-
ter (one in Plaça Independencia and the other in the Força Street). For this reason, 
right now they did not plan for growth in this area of the city, but they do not reject 
it for the future.
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j) Escola Municipal d’Art

We talk with the Escola Municipal d’Art about the possibility to include a contempo-
rary art centre with a collective management inside La Volta project.

– The management would be complicated.
– The formula should be a programming that does not make competition to EMA 

programming that is focused on the disciplines of school and education, or neither 
Bòlit, Centre d’Art Contemporani..

– A possibility to fill programming of a centre of art of these characteristics would be 
to link it to Kreas grants and scholarships or exhibitions linked to a children’s audi-
ence.



6.3. Exploration of spaces 

6.3.1 Map of the explored area in the study 
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6.3.2 Premises and technical files 

Number 1 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: La Volta place1

Prospectng data 2015
It it his one of the selected places to be part of the La Volta project in its second phase. 
     A store of about 15m2.
Type of house (P.E. Sant Narcís): D1

Prospecting data 2017
At the moment it is one of the four places available for La Volta. The store has a showcase 
area, and the interior part is renovated and enabled as a jewellery shop (left-hand side of 
the shop) and origami (right-hand side).

View from the outside of the premises, currently used as a 
window display for the workshop

Work table in the inside store Work table in the inside store
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Number 7 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: Yes3

Prospecting data 2015
The premises have 37m2. It has a restroom. 
Type of house (P.E. sant Narcís): C

Prospecting data 2017
Available to be rented. 

Number 4 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: No2

Prospecting data 2015
The premises itself consists of: a front part of 4.25m2 + 12.5m2 rear part. It has a 4.2m2 of 
restroom. 
Type of house (P.E. Sant Narcís): D1

Prospecting data 2017
Not available. 
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Number 8 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: No4

Prospecting data 2015
Approximate area: 80-100m2. 
Type of house (P.E. Sant Narcís): C1

Prospecting data 2017
Not available. 

Number 9 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: No 5

Prospecting data 2015
Approxiamte surface: 27m2 + warehouses of 60m2 + basement. 
Type of house (P.E. Sant Narcís): D

Prospecting data 2017
Not available. Currently, there is an electrical shop. Serveis Girona
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Number 15 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: La Volta store6

Prospecting data 2015
Available to be rented. It has two spaces. One is for a store-gallery, the other for two wor-
kshops (jewellery, design, fashion or illustration) of about 30m2. 
Type of house (P.E. Sant Narcís): D

Prospecting data 2017
Currently it is one of the four stores that La Volta has. 
There is a basement (La Cova) that is used as a multipurpose room for exhibitions, events, 
presentations among other. At the top, there are two spaces, one used as a workshop and 
the other used as a meeting room.

Interior view of the place. At the end of it there are the 
stairs that lead to La Cova (The Cave)

Inside of the place with sight to the street The basement known as La Cova (The cave)
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Number 22 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: La Volta place7

Prospecting data 2015
Housing. The ground floor and the garage of it are part of the La Volta project. It is the head-
quarters of Associació Cultural Fang

Prospecting data 2017
Currently it is one of the four stores that La Volta has. It has a hall and a room functioning 
as the office of Associació Cultural Fang. At the back of it, there is a garden and a garage 
used as a workshop.

Outside view of the place from Plaça de l’Assumpció

Garage located at the back of the housing used as a 
workshop

Room used as office of Associació Cultural Fang Outdoor garden giving the entrance to the workshop
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Number 25 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: La Volta place8

Prospecting data 2015
The whole building is on sale: Housing + ground floor. Before it was the Les Voltes bakery. 
Currently the ground floor (shop, study and garage) are part of La Volta project.

Prospecting data 2017
Nowadays the ground floor is part of La Volta project. It is a place with a multipurpose 
space. At first it has a room of 30m2 that embraces the functions of window display and 
shop. Another room is used a workshop with 25m2, separated from another one used as a 
workshop and warehouse, and it also has a small room used as a studio of photography. In 
the outside there is a garden and it also has a restroom.

Room used as window display and shop Room used as a workshop

Studio of photography Outdoor garden with a covered area of asbestos

Workshop room from another perspective Warehouse and workshop room. In the picture we can see 
a kiln, it was given by Associació de Dones de Sant Narcís
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First floor at number 25 of Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: Yes9

Prospecting data 2017
House located on the first floor of the 25 store. It has an independent access from the ground 
floor. The lower floor is currently one of La Volta places. The first floor has been recently 
acquired by the Girona City Council. It has 3 rooms (9m2, 12m2 and 24m2 approximately), 
2 terraces (36m2 and 32m2) and a restroom. In order to be liveable, a series of works and 
improvements are required that are already carried out and that we detail in section 8.1.

Room used as window display and shop Terrace facing to Plaça de l’Assumpció

Second terrace facing the back of the street Room 1

Room 2 Map of the first floor of the house number 25, located 
above the current La Volta place.
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Number 30 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: No10

Prospecting data 2015
Available to be rented. Premises linked to the housing of 30m2. Type of house (P.E. Sant 
Narcís): C

Prospecting data 2017
It is not available for renting. 

Number 35 at Plaça de l’Assumpció Available: No11

Prospecting data 2015
Available to be rented. The place is 15m2 + basement in good condition of 20m2 (approxi-
mately).
Type of house (P.E. Sant Narcís): D1

Prospecting data 2017
It is not available for renting. 
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Number 2 at Bisbe Sivilla street Available: yes12

Prospecting data 2017
Available to be rented. Old offices. The place is 110m2 and is located next to Estació 
Jove, at the beginning of Parc Central from Santa Eugenia Street. It has a restroom, 
air conditioning (cold/heat) and it has water and light available. It has a room that 
makes the warehouse functions with a plaster wall that can be demolished. The current 
separation of the rooms can also be changed, since they are wooden separators that can 
be disassembled.

Outside view of the place from Bisbe Sivilla street View of the shop, which leads to Bisbe Sivilla Street, whe-
re you can see the Estació Jove building

Inside of the office General view of the workshop and office from the door 
that separates this room with the shop

General view of the workshop and the office Map of the first floor of the house number 25, located abo-
ve the current La Volta place
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Number 2 at Mare de Déu de la Salut street Available: yes25

Prospecting data 2017
Available to buy it. It is a 3-wind house that faces the corner between Mare de Déu de la 
Salut street and Sant Narcís Avenue. The house must be refurbished. It has a front garden 
area that is expanding on one side of the house. On the lower level there is a dining room, 
kitchen, pantry, restroom  and a room. To the upper part has: a bathroom, three bedrooms 
and a terrace. 

View of the building entrance Arch located in the dining room

Kitchen View of one of the two rooms from upstairs

Outside view of the building View of the lateral garden
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7.  Analysis FODA45 

7.1  Analysis FODA of Sant Narcís neighbourhood 

After the explanation of the data we have obtained in the prospecting phase, in this sec-
tion we develop a table of strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats of the district 
of Sant Narcís according to the analysis that we have extracted.

Weaknesses Threats Strengths Opportunities

W1. Residential Neighbourhood
T1. Economic 
Crisis

S1. Very char-
acteristic urban 
structure

O1. La Volta 
project

W2. Low commercial activity and 
low mobility in the establishment 
and renovation of businesses

T2. Ageing of 
the population

S2. Centralised 
and well con-
nected location

O2. Centre cívic 
Sant Narcís 
(theatre, exhibi-
tion hall, read-
ing room ...)

W3. Organisations and associa-
tions without organisational con-
nections (associations of neigh-
bours, La Volta, Civic Centre ...)

T3. Changes in 
consumer hab-
its

S3. Proximity to 
the TAV station 
and buses

O3. Unclas-
sified market 
spots

W4. 40% (approx.) of the neigh-
bourhood population has elemen-
tary studies, has no studies or can 
not read or write

T4. Flight of 
talent to other 
areas of the 
city

S4. Diversity of 
population and 
multicultural 
(30% of the pop-
ulation is foreign)

O4. Offer of 
premises and 
warehouses to 
buy or rent

W5. High unemployment rate 
compared to the rest of the mu-
nicipality which affects mainly the 
population of Spanish nationality

S5. Some green 
areas

O5. Aixequem 
persianes 
grants

W6. Lack of facilities and public 
space for cultural activities

S6. Arcaded 
square as a visi-
ble nerve centre

O6. Existence 
of the proposal 
of the Pla Inte-
gral del Barri 
de Sant Narcís

W7. Not considering the tourist 
potential

S7. A lot of enti-
ties and associ-
ations presence 
for the benefit of 
the neighbour-
hood

W8. Reduction of uses in exhibi-
tions and shows in the CC

45  Also named as DAFO or SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) 
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7.2  FODA analysis of La Volta project

To complement the FODA analysis of the neighbourhood, we propose another more spe-
cific table in which the strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats of the La Volta 
project are considered, which is, in the end, the starting point of this study.

Weaknesses Threats Strengths Opportunities

W1. Do not have a larger 
premises to establish pro-
fessionals profiles of the 
most diversified ICCs, and 
make the project more vis-
ible at neighbourhood and 
city level

T1. Exhaustion 
of public fi-
nancing

S1. Location of the 
store/workshop 
premises in a 
city-planning sin-
gular area

O1. Increase in entre-
preneurship in the 
creative industries 
sector

W2. Not having consolidat-
ed links with the city’s cul-
tural programming

S2. Project with 
4 years of career 
path

O2. Quality brand 
linked to the city. 

W3. Not having consolidat-
ed links with the other enti-
ties and associations of the 
neighbourhood to involve 
the local community

S3. Closer to 
TAV(High Speed 
Train) and the 
new bus station

O3. Decentralisation 
of the Barri Vell and 
downtown Girona as 
a motor of cultural 
projection

W4. Little visibility of the La 
Volta brand outside Plaça 
de l’Assumpció

S4. Currently 
Plaça de l’As-
sumpció is well 
connected with 
city downtown

O4. Cultural and so-
cial facilities near the 
premises that are 
part of La Volta, such 
as the civic centre, 
reading point, the-
atre-cinema ...

W5. Do not have more pres-
ence online, either for the 
sale of products or to ag-
glutinate under a common 
brand the sector of the IC 
of the area

O5. Existence of 
empty premises and 
available for rent

W6. Unrelated to other 
spaces of entrepreneurship 
of the city’s ICs, such as 
CoEspai or Cookingirona

O6. Aixequem Per-
sianes

W7. Project coordination for 
similar professional profiles

O7. Possibility to cre-
ate a network with 
other similar projects
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8.  Specific proposal

After the prospective study and once the SWOT analysis has been carried out, it has been 
detected one of the biggest deficiencies in the neighborhood and the La Volta project, in 
particular, are the spaces available for cultural activities. For this reason, the first of the 
actions proposed is the opening of different spaces to be included in the project with the 
aim of multiplying the uses, diversifying the users and increasing the public.

8.1  Action 1. Opening of spaces

The geographic area proposed to carry out the exploratory study and evaluate the open-
ing of new spaces is the one of the budgets involved and of the Pla Integral de Sant Narcís, 
which goes from Santa Eugènia street - the north coastline is delimited , on the one hand, 
by the train tracks and, on the other, by the Güell river - west and east coast respectively. 
The area proposed for the study ends, on the south side, in Alicante street, numbers 43-45 
approximately, as we have seen in section 5.3 of the study46.

In all this area empty spaces have been detected and explored if they were available to be 
rented, to do some exploration it was possible to speak directly with the owners (marked 
by color orange on the map inf the section 6.3.1) and others have asked neighbours if they 
were empty premises or properties because in the exploration they seemed to be aban-
doned but, as we were told, they were private homes with fairly abandonmanet conditions 
(marked with lilac on the map in section 6.3.1).However, the first stage of the project is 
proposed for a place located in Plaça de l’Assumpció and others in the north-eastern part 
of the neighborhood, which is directly connected to the city center and the station of TAV 
and bus47.
 
This action, in addition, contemplates keeping the premises that are already part of the 
project.

8.1.1  General goals of the action

- To endow tzhe project for new creative spaces. 
- Support and revitalise creative professional profiles and the ICC of Girona and coun-

ties.
- Create a quality mark more visible of the ICC that can be projected nationally and 

in the future, internationally.
- Create a pole of attraction for entrepreneurs and creators.
- Attract interested audiences, especially the youngest.
- Attract interested audiences in new cultural proposals in the area.
- Promote the future sustainability of the project.

46  Geographic location is according to UMAT data.

47  In the first stage of the project, the opening of premises to the south side of the neighbourhood is aban-
doned; However, if the objectives of this study were achieved, in a second stage, it could be extended to the 
south side of the neighbourhood, which is where there are more available premises.
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8.1.2  Specific proposal: 

a) Place V7 located at plaça de l’Assumpció

- Objectives of the space:
Establishment of a new store-gallery-workshop joined to the project.

- Features:
37 m

2
 of space with bathroom and located a street level.

- Users:
Users of this space should be artisans and creatives who need a store / gallery / workshop 
to show and sell their products, following the same line as the rest of the La Volta (V1, V15, 
V22 and V25 store).

- Occupation of space:
It is proposed that the occupation of this space follows the same modalities that were 
established in the 4th phase of the project and that are exposed in section 5.2. However, 
changes are proposed in the employment dynamics that are set out in section 8.2.1.

- Refurbishments:
At the moment we do not have the updated data regarding the reforms that should be 
carried out, we only have the prospection of the year 2015 and that are found in section 
6.3.2.

b) First floor of the house V25 at plaça de l’Assumpció

- Objectives of the space:
Creation of a co-working and networking space to promote entrepreneurship, expand pro-
fessional profiles related to the project and improve its future sustainability.

- Features:
The first floor of this number 25 consists of 3 rooms (approximately) 9 m2, 12 m2 i 24 m2), 
2 terraces (36 m

2
 and 32 m

2
) and a bathroom

- Users:
This space is suitable for installing the management team of La Volta in one of the rooms.
The users of this space would be professionals of the ICC who need a work space com-
posed of a table, broadband internet connection, meeting room service, print service and 
shared break spaces. The profiles that are contemplated are: designers, architects, web 
developers, cultural managers, audiovisual professionals...
 
The small room would be accessible to the meeting room. La Volta management team and 
also other users should be installed in the other rooms. It is estimated that between 8 and 
10 users may be dependent on the distribution of space, it is difficult to calculate because 
this space needs many improvements. In the large room a common services area could be 
placed by all users of the La Volta premises.
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- Occupation of space:
The occupation of this space would be by renting a table. Users would have a table of 
approximately 1,20 x 1m, light, water, broadband internet and heating, on-site technical 
support, signage and a campaign to promote and disseminate the initiative.

The process of managing this space is developed in section 8.2.2.

- Refurbishments:
According to the meetings with the architect who is carrying out the project, the refur-
bishments that must be performed are the following:

- Equipping the floor with greater energy efficiency.
- Change the enclosures and provide the building with thermal insulation. Put insu-

lation and new inner wall on the walls in contact with the outside and if it could be 
covered.

- Heating system (underfloor heating or radiators).
- Redo to the roof of the ground floor (the vault that goes right above the store), the 

floor of the room above makes a very pronounced curve.
- Reinforce some of the vaults and also some cracks that should be retouched.
- Refurbish of the railing of the rear terrace, but perhaps it will be done along with 

the renovation of the patio.

c) Place located at Bisbe Sivilla number 2 

- Objectives of the space:
Providing a wider space within the La Volta project, with new uses, diversification of users 
and with new display formats. Providing a cultural centre to the neighbourhood.

This place has a strategic position, it is located just next to the AVE station, which is why 
it is proposed as a multipurpose space that stimulates the visibility of the project, attract 
new audiences and handle the population flows by connect the centre of the city and the 
Plaza de la Asunción.

This space responds to the needs included in operation 2 of the PECT project: arts cre-
ation centres and exhibition of the arts and, in particular, to action 2: Network of spaces 
for the creation and exhibition of the cultural and creative industries.

This action provided for the creation of a network/platform for cooperation between all 
agents in the field of entrepreneurship of creative industries - visual arts - Girona, and 
co-creation and co-working spaces, both physically and online.

The action contemplated, in order to complement the creation and promotion of entrepre-
neurship of the artistic creative network and make it visible to the public, to counteract the 
obvious lack of small and micro-format exhibition spaces, to become a showcase and pilot 
program for the introduction of the projects created by creators and associated industry.
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It was proposed within this operation of the PECT, and after observing the current ex-
posure dynamics, the city of Girona has a medium and large format circuit connect-
ed to a range of cultural proposals, but it has not a micro and small format circuit. 
Therefore, choosing to make a place accessible where creators and professionals of the 
ICC are directly linked in a small format broadcast and exhibition environment would be 
appropriate and necessary to boost the sector and make it accessible to the public.

- Features:
The place is 110m2 and is located next to Estació Jove, at the beginning of the Parc Cen-
tral from Santa Eugènia Street. It has a bathroom, air conditioning (cold/heat) and it has 
water and light. It has a small room that does the warehouse functions with a plaster wall 
that can be pulled. The current separation of the rooms can also be modified, as they are 
wooden separators that can be disassembled.

- Users:
The manager group of this space is proposed as users, who will have a meeting and work 
place. This space is also proposed as an entrepreneurship centre and it is expected that 
professionals from the sector will be set up training, conferences among others. This should 
be able to accommodate approximately 15 professionals from the creative industries to 
make profitable the rent.

Also, the outer part of the premises, which is most visible from the street, should be en-
abled as a small format space for contemporary art exhibitions and the ICC sector.

It could be proposed that this place, the part dedicated to entrepreneurship, was a place of 
connection with the other co-workings in the city. A place to transfer creativity and entre-
preneurship to establish relationships with other agents of the ICC in Girona. As is shown in 
the study, CoEspai would be willing to open a new space in the area if a market study was 
favourable to it. A part of this site could be devoted to this purpose if all the parties were 
there They were willing, or even the whole place was offered to open a creative business. 
 
The exhibition part should be devoted to contemporary art and the ICC, supporting emerg-
ing artists from Girona and counties, to the dissemination of Kreas grants or scholarships 
or art for children, They have detected in the study, although the group should decide on 
the programming and dedication of this space.

- Occupation of space:
The occupation of this space would be by renting a table. Users would have a table of 1.20 
x 1 m, light, water, broadband internet and heating, on-site technical support, signage and 
promotion and dissemination campaign on the initiative.
The management of the space is exposed in section 8.2.4.

- Refurbishments:
It should only be painted and adapted for the new uses that you want to give. No major 
reforms are needed. Also, furniture and common services should be included in order to 
make it accessible.
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d) House at 59 Sant Narcís Avenue 

- Objectives of the space:
This space would respond to the same objectives as place Sivilla number 2.

- Features:
We do not have the full features because we have not been able to access the house. We 
are clear that if the project of space for a contemporary art exhibit and space of entrepre-
neurship of the ICC was carried out in this space, we would have the possibility to include 
more users and would be geographically closest to the neighbourhood.

- Users:
With the same features as the place Bisbe Sivilla, number 2. 

- Occupation of space:
With the same features as the place Bisbe Sivilla, number 2.

- Refurbishments:
We do not have enough information to detect the reforms.

8.1.3  Timeline

January to March, 2018– contacts with the owners and with possible agents involved.
March to December 2018 – Conditioning of the new selected spaces to be included in the 
project.
January 2019 – Get established the first users to the new spaces.

8.1.4  Indicators of the action

Year 2018
- Conditioning of spaces

Year 2019
- Users in the new spaces: 30
- Activities programmed in the exhibition space: 10
- Projects shared by users of La Volta: 2

8.1.5  Budget

The budget for works on the first floor of number 25 of Plaça de l’Assumpció is managed 
by the architect of the works. Therefore, in this space, it is very difficult for us to calculate 
the costs of rehabilitation, but if we can make a budget calculation of the use that is given 
to this space. We calculate for 45m2 an amount of: €7.025.25, not counting the terraces.
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The V7 premises do not have the exact structural reforms either, but for the use that we 
would like to give we count that for 37m2 an amount of €5,776.32.

The place from number 2 at Bisbe Sivilla street, we count that the reforms to 110 m2 would 
be for an amount of €17,172.83.

Expenditure items included in global budgets:

- 1 user = 200 euros (table, drawer, chair)
- 1 user = 370 euros (table, drawer, chair, shelves and curtains)
- Meeting room: table, chairs, TV, slate, carpet – 2.000 euros€.
- Wi-Fi connections (ubiquity amplifiers and controllers, etc.) - 3.000 euros (basic).
- Office Kitchen: refrigerator: 400 euros. Microwave: 80-100 euros. Tap and sink in-

stallation: 600 euros: Rubbish bins: 200 euros.
- High supply: light (legalization and gluing) 1.000 euros. Water: 200-300 euros.
- Risk prevention: a company that does prevention of risks with emergencies goes for 

about 200 euros a year more or less depending on what you are asked and the high 
activity is about 800 euros€(we can try to make them eligible).

8.2  Action 2. Occupation of the space and management of the project 

8.2.1  Objectives of the action

This action looks at the management of the project and the use of the spaces and it re-
sponds to the following objectives:

- Provide diversity and local participation
- Energize the area
- Search for the sustainability of the spaces and the project
- Search for new audiences
- Offer new proposals in the field of visual arts

8.2.2  Occupation of the spaces

Regarding the occupation of spaces and with the aim of integrating the La Volta project 
to the sociocultural reality of the neighbourhood, it would be interesting to add a new 
type of employment to those already contemplated and exposed in the section 5.2, which 
emphasizes the involvement of users in the local context and the sociocultural dynamism 
of the neighbourhood.
We add to what is already established, as a differential point to value, a modality of reduc-
tion in rents. The rental price for artists and professional profiles of the ICC sector selected 
to be new users could obtain a 50% discount on the rent, if they spend 3 hours a month 
for conducting courses, workshops, talks to the benefit of the neighbourhood. However, 
this model should be optional, but in no way mandatory.
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The activities susceptible to be valued for a reduction of the rental price are proposed to 
be, according to what we have extracted from the exploration:

- Workshops (websites, design, communication, entrepreneurship...) made jointly 
with the civic centre or in the new premises proposed by the project and open to 
all citizens. In addition, these types of activities could attract the youngest public in 
the neighbourhood, a failure that everyone agrees, because new technologies can 
be a claim for younger people.

- Workshops (glass, ceramics, drawing, origami...) made jointly with the civic centre 
or the new premises proposed by the project and open to all the citizens that are 
already being carried out.

- Direct help to neighbourhood associations, for example:
o Technical help to the Sant Narcís Women’s Collective for its website, with the 

communication and dissemination of activities on social networks...
o Help the Association of Sant Narcís neighbours with the proposal of work-

shops, with the web, communication...
o Cultural proposals organised with the Elna association, such as workshops, 

competitions...

- Direct help to neighbourhood businesses, for instance:
o Flyer and collateral design 
o Creating simple websites
o Sign design

A proposal to promote the entrepreneurial installation to the district could contemplate 
the connection of La Volta project with the project Aixequem Persianes. For instance, if an 
entrepreneur is interested in set up a business dedicated to the entrepreneurship of the 
CCI, by registering a local office, he or she may dispose of the benefits of Aixequem Per-
sianes (raised with this intention), while the project is in force.

8.2.3  Management and coordination of the project

The selection of the coordination team of the La Volta project will follow what is already 
established in the 4th phase of the project, in order to respond to the action areas of the 
project and promote future sustainability, if possible, with specialists dedicated to:

- Cultural management
- Communication
- Business management and the search for financing
- Visual Arts
- Professional specialist in the ICC sector

However, a possible business model to be followed for the management and coordination 
of the project would be the associated work cooperative, in which all user members could 
be involved in the management of the project. Although the specialist profiles should be 
the same as the points suggested above. It could be counted at the moment of incorpora-
tion with the advice of Girona Emprèn and with the joint methodologies and the coopera-
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tive model that has Cooking Girona, which would be willing to contribute their knowledge 
to the project.

The users in charge with the cooperative (president, treasurer...) would also benefit from 
a 50% discount of the spaces, which would be revoked once the position had been aban-
doned.

The tasks of the management team are the same as those already mentioned in point 5.2 
regarding the 4th phase of the project. However, the management of the sociocultural 
hours of work carried out by the residents should be added in order to aim for discounts 
on rents, but the management of rents from the premises should be taken, because they 
would be done directly from the city council, as the new municipal policies stipulate.

8.2.4  Management and coordination of the space dedicated to the diffusion of 
contemporary art

As regards the management of the premises of Bisbe Sivilla number 2 or avinguda Sant 
Narcís, 59, a collective of visual arts specialist is proposed to do the programming of this 
space. This group would work with the same dynamics as the Truffaut cinema group. This 
new group should take management workload to the coordinating or cooperative team of 
the La Volta project and bring diversity to it.

At the beginning it should be formed at least by:

-  A member of the university community connects to art
-  Membership of public institutions linked to art
-  A member of the coordination and management of La Volta project
-  A visual artist 

8.2.5  Timeline

Election of teams from March to April 2018
Preparation of the annual actions from May to December of 2018

8.2.6  Indicators of the action

Year 2018
Election and consolidation of the coordinating team and project manager.
Members election and consolidation of the collective from the multipurpose space of con-
temporary art.
Actions plan of the project and the spaces.

Year 2019
Activities performed to revitalize the neighbourhood within the framework of the La Volta 
project under the new users management model (courses, workshops, actions with asso-
ciations, shops...) – 20 
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8.3  Action 3. Visibility and communication

8.3.1  Objectives of the action

Give more visibility to the project under a common brand that transcends the geographi-
cal boundaries of Plaça de l’Assumpció and the search for strategies bringing it closer to 
the public.

8.3.2  Visibility

The visibility of the project could be linked directly to the PECT project, specifically Op-
eration 1 and action 3: creation of brand and communication: Girona Crea. The PECT con-
templates an action to amplify the visibility of the cultural and creative network industries, 
with a quality brand that identifies the nodes that are part of the economy of creativity: 
companies, centres, exhibition spaces, creation, etc.

This brand has to make visible the industries of the creative sector by means of a deploy-
ment of communication devices that must present the quality and the creative production 
to visitors and tourists, helping to structure the sector and contributing to the develop-
ment and growth of the members involved.

This brand proposed by the PECT is totally opportune to use it in conjunction with the La 
Volta project, to grow the sector and give it a new impetus of visibility.

One of the proposals that has become interesting for us to promote the visibility of the La 
Volta project is the adaptation of the electrical tower that is located at the crossroads be-
tween the Passeig d’Olot, Avinguda Sant Narcís and Plaça de la Mare de Déu de Montserrat 
as an exhibition centre on the street.

It would be interesting for this electric tower to carry out interventions by different pro-
fessionals from the ICC in any field, designers, artists, artisans... The idea is to install fixed 
panels on each faces (billboards). They would be susceptible of being mediated, one of 
these panels would take the name of the project and the rest, the two leftovers, would be 
free. This action would give visibility to the project and connect the professionals of the 
ICC with the citizens.

In our opinion, if the panels are placed and not directly involved in the wall, the heritage 
is safeguarded but at the same time it is open to different professional profiles, so that an 
architect, a designer or a programming company can make their own intervention for ad-
vertising purposes. With this idea, any artist with a work could also intervene, a craftsman 
can project a piece...

The management of this space-tower would be carried out by the group that manages the 
art centre or the management team of La Volta. An artist/professional would be proposed 
monthly for an intervention. The regulations of the interventions would be written by the 
managers of the space to avoid the simple publicity and to look for a speech or claims of 
the spatial interventions.
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In the future, these panels could be placed in different areas of the city to perform inter-
ventions by professionals and creators of the ICC.

8.3.3  Communication

To announce the project and all the professionals linked to it, either only through La Volta 
project brand, or in a wider umbrella, such as the one proposed in the PECT, it would be 
appropriate to merge them into a virtual space to be located and positioned jointly on the 
Internet, as a brand and as a project.

Therefore, it would be convenient to propose a website where there is a space for the pro-
motion of all the creators of the project, but also a place to sell. The sales space would be 
carried out from the website but the products should be collected in a specific space to 
determine, in order to avoid storage, transport... However, if the online sale would work, we 
should consider making a bigger leap and thinking about transportation, warehouse, sell-
ing through banking transactions... But first, a study of the situation should be performed 
to assess whether it would be possible and profitable.

It would be essential that this website be self-managed by all the users of La Volta, also the 
store and the data, in order to keep it always up to date.

If you stopped of being a project user but kept within the Girona Crea brand posed by the 
PECT, a symbolic cost could be raised to maintain the presence on the web.

8.3.4  Timeline

2018 – Designing and building the brand and website.

8.3.5  Indicators of the action

- Designing and building the brand and elaboration of the plan.
- Number of companies, exhibition spaces and creation integrated in the brand.
- Number of companies in the website.
- Number of online sales.

8.3.6  Budget

- Brand realization and spreading it: 18,000 euros
- Website/e-commerce: 15,000 euros
- Budget for the assembly of electric tower: 2,000 euros per side and without being 

lifted off the ground.
- Interventions in the tower: 200 euros, monthly cost change of billboard per each 

side.
- Brand and diffusion budget after the first year and per year: 8,000 euros.
- Website maintenance and e-commerce after the first year and year: 5,000 euros.
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10.1  Zaragoza: description of the actions

As we highlighted in the study, Zaragoza Activa with its headquarters at La Azucarera, 
provides a wide offer of training and educational activities and also networking. 

The services available as we mentioned earlier are the following:

- Vivero de emprendedores (17 offices for entrepreneurs)
- Semillero de ideas (a pre-incubator of companies) 
- Zona Empleo (aimed at unemployed)
- La Colaboradora (a space of collective intelligence)
- Yuzz (a project launcher for young people under 30)
- InfoActiva (an entrepreneurship consultancy)
- Made in Zaragoza (creative economy network)
- Serpiente Roja (internet space with free internet)
- ThinkZAC (a knowledge lab with a movement of ideas) 
- BJCubit (the first library for young people in Spain)
- La Remolacha HackLab

Infography with the impact of Zaragoza Activa in the period 2010-2015. Source: own photo
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Featured actions:

- Red ZAC1: it is the social network of the Zaragoza Activa community, created with 
the intention of multiplying connections, learning and collaborative work between 
companies, professionals and users. It includes sections such as: my profile, my con-
tacts, my mailbox or my events. In Red ZAC there is a system of points and badges 
measuring the degree of involvement, interaction and collaborative spirit of the 
users.

- Curriculum ZAC2: This is a way of measuring the participation of each person in 
the activities, workshops or events offered from Zaragoza Activa. This curriculum 
facilitates users a powerful tool to complement the traditional curriculum, putting 
in value universal competences such as entrepreneurship, management, emotional 
intelligence, communication, teamwork, ICT and social networks, innovation, lead-
ership and social transformation.

All activities offered in Zaragoza Activa work one, two or three competencies.
 
In order to consult the curriculum and the entire list of activities performed (from 2013), 
you must enter your own profile in the Red ZAC.

Vivero de emprendedores 

It is an open space, with dividers that structure the 17 offices that share space. The space 
provided consists of offices of 13m2 (144 euros/month for renting one) or 17m2 (206 euros/
euros month), equipped with basic furniture: tables with drawers and a light, a chair and 
a blackboard.

The maximum stay in the nursery is 24 months.

In addition to the session of the physical space, the price includes:
- Use of the meeting room
- Access to La Colaboradora and other common areas of Zaragoza Activa
- Auxiliary services (internet connection, Wi-Fi...)
- Basic services as: business advice, training, promotion, financing and mentoring.
- Business support
- AJE partners and their services to companies for free for 1 year (while the stay is 

maintained). Valued at 232 euros.
 
There is the possibility of hiring other services such as social, fiscal and commercial reg-
istration; the possibility of using the direction of corporate and web stationery; Point of 
delivery and collection of packages for customers... with a price of 20 euros/month.

1  https://www.zaragoza.es/zac/guide

2 http://blogzac.es/zaragoza-activa-lanza-el-curriculum-del-futuro/
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Semillero de ideas 

As we have pointed out, El Semillero de ideas is a training service of the City Council 
whose objective is the generation of 20 start ups (companies based on social, cultural ini-
tiative, innovation, technology development, job creation of quality, contribution decisive 
to the community...) during the period that lasts the particular edition of El Semillero (one 
takes place one every year).

The entrepreneurs who are finally selected will enjoy two totally free packages:

- Enrol in the Semillero de Ideas course. The program is developed over four months, 
in which entrepreneurs will be trained through different areas

· Theoretical sessions
· Co-creative session
· Mentoring
· Award-grant. The best project will be awarded with a program of advice, support 

and incubation for six months at the Vivero de Emprendedores of Zaragoza Activa.

- Four months stay in Zaragoza Activa.
 
La Colaboradora 
 
It is a co-working space where, depending on the needs of the project of each user, there 
are two modalities: Community and Co-working. The first is for people who are in an initial 
phase of a project and would like to connect with a collaborative community, but also for 
people with active job search and who would like to improve their skills and skills in a team. 
The second modality consists in paying 20 euros/month for the use of a permanent space 
in the co-working and collaborating 4 hours a month, offering services and knowledge to 
other members of La Colaboradora.
 

Interior of the Vivero de emprendedores. Source: AVIE
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The management of the space is shared between the City Council and the users them-
selves. La Colaboradora offers services such as space with a permanent place (own box 
office, WI-FI network, cleaning...), business model consultancy, registered office, kitchen 
(area of office), private meeting room, printing service, copy service and scanner...

La Colaboradora. Source: own photo Slate of user services. Source: own photo

Made in ZGZ (creative economy network)
1

It is a network of creative entrepreneurs with commercial activity on the street, generating 
a powerful economic, social and/or cultural impact on the city. It is a question of group-
ing projects with the purpose of multiplying the reach of all of them, positioning the city 
(mainly its urban area) as a creative commercial territory.
 
The Made In ZGZ network works from 4 lines, which includes actions such as organizing 
street markets, a joint network dissemination strategy to improve visibility, training work-
shops...

1  Video summary of Made In ZGZ (candidacy for the Innovation Awards of the EU) https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8C_RAIFaWVg

Logo. Source: madeinzaragoza.es

3

3
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La Remolacha HackLab

It is a workshop area that consists of four workstations divided into two areas: gar-
den-craftsmanship and robotics-maker. With this laboratory, we intend to devise the class-
room of the future, with a practical and collaborative learning environment, oriented to the 
realization of projects and to the experimentation.
 
La Remolacha HackLab works with a educational program aimed at school groups in pri-
mary and secondary schools, where boys and girls can take their first steps in the world 
of electronics, homemade gardening, maker (3D printers, laser cutter ...) or programming 
and robotics. It also works with a citizen space with activities for adults and experts and 
professionals.

Interior of the La Remolacha HackLab. Font: own 
photo

Live logo of La Remolacha HackLab. Source: own photo

Interior of the La Remolacha HackLab. Font: own 
photo
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Serpiente Roja (free internet)
Public and free computer service with internet connection (9 am to 9 pm). The use of it is 
free with up to one hour per day. In this space there are also training and master classes. 
4 of the 13 computers available are intended for job search, with the possibility of printing 
the CV or related documents.

YUZZ
Banco Santander’s program support for young people’s entrepreneurship through train-
ing, expert advice and professional tutoring, so the participants in the project develop 
and establish their business projects. The operation of the program consists of selecting 
young people, aged between 18 and 31, with anxiety to develop innovative ideas, to inte-
grate them into a high-performance ecosystem in which to grow their projects until they 
become models of business

Zona de empleo
Zona Empleo space is a physical space for information, resources and attention as job 
search. Services such as professional guidance, job search space, workshops ...

Infoactiva
Service for information and advice to the entrepreneur facilitated by ZGZ Activa (both in 
the center of La Azucarera, as in the creative economy centre Las Armas and in La Col·lab-
oradora). It consists of personalized advice focused on facilitating the implementation of 
the activity to be developed, especially oriented to the elaboration of a Business Plan, the 
search for financing and the access to subsidies.

Free computer zone with internet connection. Source: own photo
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BJCubit
It is a specialised library for young people (the first in Spain). The library offers com-
puters for public access to the Internet, archives and comics, a space for consultation, 
a study area and the “book tower”, where the books that make up the library collection 
are sorted.

ThinkZac Las Armas
This is the second headquarters of Zaragoza Activa (ZAC). Opened in 2011, it has evolved 
to become a citizen innovation laboratory and community nursery, which works to gener-
ate alternative proposals for the social, economic and urban development of the city.

The ThinkZac works as a platform that connects citizens, the administration and public in-
stitutions, the associative network, the research community and academics. Measures are 
being worked on, discussed and proposed in order to achieve a better city.

They stand out:

- Resident groups: working groups on specific topics that make projects for commu-
nity development.

Examples: 
· Group that drives the map of the city in online and paper version, and which 

geographic localization spaces where citizens’ initiatives are offered

· Group that works with technology applied for the citizen appropriation of 
technologies.

Shelf with games available for rent. Source: own photo
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- Laboratories: express meetings of disruptive thinking (between researchers, aca-
demics, companies, public institutions, citizens, users...) to generate possible fu-
tures. Till today, 3 meetings have been held2.

- Micro-seminars: training units that work in two lines: micro-seminars for entrepre-
neurship and for the citizens.

- Compartidos: Cession of spaces to external organizations, organizations or munic-
ipal services.

- Infoactiva: Information and advice service.

2 https://www.zaragoza.es/ciudad/sectores/activa/laboratorio.htm
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